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MMoonnrrooee  TToowwnnsshhiipp  SScchhoooollss  
  

Vision, Mission, and Goals 
 
 

Vision Statement 
The Monroe Township Board of Education commits itself to all children by preparing them to reach 
their full potential and to function in a global society through a preeminent education. 
 
 

Mission Statement 
The Monroe Public Schools in collaboration with the members of the community shall ensure that all 
children receive an exemplary education by well trained committed staff in a safe and orderly 
environment. 
 

Goals 
Raise achievement for all students paying particular attention to disparities between subgroups. 
 
Systematically collect, analyze, and evaluate available data to inform all decisions.  
 
Improve business efficiencies where possible to reduce overall operating costs. 
 
Provide support programs for students across the continuum of academic achievement with an 
emphasis on those who are in the middle. 
 
Provide early interventions for all students who are at risk of not reaching their full potential. 
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INTRODUCTION, PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION, AND EDUCATIONAL GOALS 

 
Philosophy 

 
Our Philosophy as a Middle School is to provide an environment that will nurture adolescents according to their developmental needs. 
During this transition period, the school will afford students the opportunity for the acquisition of essential academic skills as well as the 
development of a positive self-concept. Furthermore, we aim to instill in students a sense of values leading to respect for others and 
their differences, the ability to work with others, and a sense of responsibility for the environment and the community. It is our hope that 
the time spent at Applegarth will foster life-long learning for students. 
 
 

Educational Goals 
The seventh grade course in social studies correlates with our school goals.  In order to develop as effective members of a democratic 
society, students must understand their historical heritage and see themselves as part of a large human adventure in time and place. 
They must appreciate and understand the past and apply the lessons they have learned to the present and their lives today.  They must 
also understand other cultures and learn to accept and respect lifestyles different from their own.  Student must develop a wide range of 
skills, including decision-making and interpersonal skills as well as those traditionally associated with social studies. Social studies 
education provides learners with the knowledge, skills, and perspectives needed to become active, informed citizens and contributing 
members of local, state, national, and global communities in the digital age. 
 
In the seventh grade social studies course, there will be a focus on the advancement of the Greek and Roman civilizations and follow 
the path of how our government, economy and social systems had their beginnings in Europe.  The course will emphasize how our law, 
family structure and political ideas are rooted in ancient Greek and Roman traditions.  There will be an in-depth study of how during the 
Middle Ages, Europe experienced the growth of cities and the development of economic systems.  In addition, the study of how 
science, art and education were renewed in the period following the Middle Ages, known as the Renaissance, will be emphasized.  The 
present, as well as the past, will be emphasized throughout the year, and a study of civics, current event and geography will be 
integrated with the political history. 
 
This curriculum was written in accordance with the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards for Social Studies and the New 
Jersey Holocaust/Genocide guidelines. 
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New Jersey State Department of Education 
Core Curriculum Content Standards 

 
A note about Social Studies Standards and Cumulative Progress Indicators. 
 
The New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards for Social Studies were revised in 2009.  The Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) referenced in this curriculum guide refer to these new standards and may be found in the Curriculum folder on the district 
servers.  A complete copy of the new Core Curriculum Content Standards for Social Studies may also be found at:  
http://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2009/final.htm 
 
 
Common Core Standards: 

The Common Core State Standards provide a consistent, clear understanding of what students are expected to learn, so teachers and 
parents know what they need to do to help them. The standards are designed to be robust and relevant to the real world, reflecting the 
knowledge and skills that our young people need for success in college and careers. With American students fully prepared for the 
future, our communities will be best positioned to compete successfully in the global economy. 

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20Standards.pdf 

 
NJ Educational Mandates:  
 
The core mission of the New Jersey Commission on Holocaust Education is to promote Holocaust education in the State of New 
Jersey. On a continual basis, the Commission shall survey the status of Holocaust Education; design, encourage and promote the 
implementation of Holocaust and genocide education and awareness; provide programs in New Jersey; and coordinate designated 
events that will provide appropriate memorialization of the Holocaust on a regular basis throughout the state.  
http://www.state.nj.us/njded/holocaust/about_us/mandate.html  
 
The Amistad Bill (A1301) calls on “New Jersey schools to incorporate African-American history into their social studies curriculum.” 
Passed by the New Jersey legislature in 2002, “The Amistad Bill” created the Amistad Commission, a 22- member body charged with 
ensuring that the rich heritage and lessons of black America are fully represented and taught throughout the state’s classrooms.  
http://www.theamistadcommission.com/  
 
The Assistant Deputy Secretary for Innovation and Improvement, Department of Education, announces that, pursuant to legislation 
passed by Congress, educational institutions receiving Federal funding are required to hold an educational program pertaining to the 
United States Constitution on September 17 of each year.  
www.ed.gov/legislation/FedRegister/other/2005-2/052405b.pdf  
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World History – Grade 7 

 
Scope and Sequence 

 
Quarter I - Greece 

Big Idea:  Geographic location and resources determine the 
success or failure of a civilization, as well as its interaction 
with other cultures. 
 
I. Geography and its impact on societies 

A. People – Explain how interactions are enhanced or limited by 
geography. 
B. Government - Analyze why society develops ruling structures 
based on its resources. 
C. Ideas - Identify how peoples isolation or interactions help form their 
ideas. 
D. Geography –Observe how locations affect society’s ability to 
defend itself and grow. 
E. Economics - Assess the different trade issues that the society 
encountered. 

Big Idea: Governments change over time depending on the 
success of the leaders and the needs of the governed. 
 
II. Greek Government and Society 

A. People - Evaluate the role of citizens, non-citizens, and women in 
the various government structures that evolve in Greece.  
B. Government - Define participatory government and assess its role 
in Greek society. 
C. Ideas - Evaluate the ideas and practices related to political freedom 
and justice. 
D. Geography - Examine how Greece’s geography led to differing 
government structures in the city-states. 
E. Economics – Governments can foster or alleviate inequities in a 
society. 

Big Idea:  Societies beliefs and values determine the 
experience of its people and the priorities if its government. 
 
III. Athens and Sparta 

A. People – Understand the hierarchy in Greek societies. 
B. Government - Examine the similarities and differences between      
Athenian democracy and Spartan military aristocracy; examine the 
political structure of each city-state. 
C. Ideas - Explain the civic and social tasks performed by men and 
women of different classes. 
D. Geography - Examine the location of the city-states. 
E. Economics - Explain the economic tasks performed by men and 
women of different classes. 

Big Idea:  The desire for power leads people to take 
aggressive action. 
 
IV. Persian Wars 

A. People – Explain how great leaders can impact military outcomes 
regardless of the odds. 
B. Government – Compare and contrast differences in organizational 
structures between the Persian kingdom and the various city-state 
government structures. 
C. Ideas – Discuss the causes of the Persian War. 
D. Geography – Understand the role geography played in the strategy 
and outcome of the various battles of the Persian War. 
E. Economics – Describe the results of the Persian War. 

Big Idea:  Society advances during times of prosperity. 
 
V. Golden Age of Athens 

A. People - Examine Greek drama, history, and mythology and the 
impact of each on society. 
B. Government - Analyze how governments manage peace and 
prosperity. 
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C. Ideas -Evaluate the impact that philosophy, including Socrates, 
Plato, and Aristotle, had on the lives and beliefs of people. 
D. Geography – Examine the areas in which the ideas of the Golden 
Age expanded and how these areas were affected. 
E. Economics - Understand the characteristics of Classic Greek art 
and architecture and how they are reflected in modern art and 
architecture. 
 

Quarter II – Greece and Rome 
Big Idea: Societies advance or decline based on the quality of 
their leadership. 
   
VI. Alexander the Great 

A. People - Analyze how Philip and Alexander the Great capitalize on 
the weaknesses of the city-states to unite a great empire. 
B. Government - Analyze how Alexander the Great built a vast empire 
and why it was not sustainable. 
C. Ideas - Understand how Alexander exploited the culture and beliefs 
to solidify his empire. 
D. Geography – Understand the role geography played in the collapse 
of the empire. 
E. Economics – Examine how wealth motivates leaders and their 
armies. 

 

Big Idea: Societies build on ideas from the past. 
   
VII. Legacy 

A. People – Identify the impact of ancient Greece on modern 
language, literature and philosophy. 
B. Government - Identify the political practices of our democracy that 
came from the ancient Greek’s. 
C. Ideas - Describe the contributions of important Greek figures in 
medicine, mathematics, and science. 
D. Geography – Describe how Greece’s colonies impact the 
development of other classical civilizations, such as Rome. 
E.  Economics – Recognize Greek contributions to modern buildings, 
entertainment and sports. 

 

Big Idea: New cultures are created through diffusion. 
   
VIII.  Early development of Rome 

A. People – Evaluate the influences of the Etruscans and Greeks on 
the early development of Rome. 
B. Government - Describe how Rome’s government evolved from 
managing a tribal village to controlling a large portion of the Italian 
peninsula. 
C. Ideas - Understand the origins of Rome’s appreciation for 
gladiatorial sports. Explain legends of the founding of Rome and how 
they reflect beliefs and values of its citizens. 
D. Geography – Understand the role geography played in the early 
settlement of Rome. 
E. Economics – Examine Etruscan and Greek engineering and 
architectural influences. 

 
 
 

 

Big Idea:  Participatory government arises from the demand 
of the governed. 
 
IX. Roman Republic 

A. People - Examine the class structure in Rome; analyze the 
development of society in the Roman Republic. 
B. Government - Analyze the development of government in the 
Roman Republic. 
C. Ideas – Examine the cause, course and consequences of the 
Conflict of Orders. 
D. Geography – Understand how Rome’s growth and expansion 
makes the social classes obsolete. 
E. Economics - Understand the problems caused by the inequities of a 
society of different social classes. 
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Quarter III – Rome and the Middle Ages 
Big Idea:  The more empires grow the more they need to 
conquer, which can lead to their ultimate demise. 
 
X. From Republic to Empire 

A. People - Explain how shifts in the political framework of Roman 
society impacted the expansion of the empire and how this expansion 
transformed Roman society, economy and culture. 
B. Government - Examine how Roman government changed as Rome 
increased its boundaries. 
C. Ideas - Evaluate the influence of key Roman leaders on the ideas 
and beliefs of Rome’s people. 
D. Geography – Identify the ramifications of natural geographic 
boundaries in Rome’s expansion. 
E. Economics - Analyze how the expansion of the empire and its 
location surrounding the Mediterranean Sea impacted the economy. 

Big Idea:  Societies build on ideas from the past. 
 
 
XI. Life and Legacy of ancient Rome 

A. People – Examine the family structure and gender roles in Roman 
society. 
B. Government - Examine how the United States legal system is 
rooted in Rome’s ideas of crime and punishment. 
C. Ideas – Describe the influences of Latin on modern language and 
Roman art on modern day art forms. 
D. Geography – Identify the differences in the lives of citizens living in 
the country and the city. 
E. Economics – Examine how Roman achievements in science, 
technology, architecture and engineering have been incorporated into 
modern life. 

Big Idea: New beliefs take hold in response to societal 
concerns. 
 
XII. The Roman Empire and religion 

A. People – Examine the appeal of Christianity to the citizens of 
Rome. 
B. Government - Examine the government’s reaction to Christianity. 
C.  Ideas – Describe why a monotheistic religion was at odds with a 
polytheistic Roman government. 
D. Geography – Identify how the size of the empire allowed 
Christianity  to prosper. 
E. Economics – Examine the causes and consequences of Rome’s 
economic collapse. 

 

Big Idea:   Centralized control requires access to information 
and coordinated communication of intent. 
 
XIII. The collapse of the Roman Empire leads to the Dark Ages 

A. People – Correlate how changes in the Empire’s citizenship created 
an environment where barbarians could be successful. 
B. Government – Determine how Rome’s leadership led to its decline. 
C. Ideas – Summarize how the church became formally accepted and 
important during the Dark Ages. 
D. Geography – Consider how the size of the empire left its borders 
vulnerable to invasion. 
E. Economics - Analyze how the empire could not sustain its 
economic power due to weaknesses in its economy. 

Big Idea:  Societies will organize to secure their defense or 
protection. 
XIV. Feudalism 

A. People - Trace the origins of feudalism and understand how it 
worked. 
B. Government - Evaluate the positive and negative aspects of 
feudalism as a political system. 
C. Ideas - Analyze if feudalism was a way of protecting the poor. 
D. Geography - Locate the areas in Europe in which this system    was 
implemented. 
E. Economics - Evaluate the positive and negative aspects of 
feudalism as an economic system. 

 

Big Idea: The Christian Church was central to life in the 
Middle Ages.  
XV.  Role of the Church in the Middle Ages 

A. People – Analyze how a desire for salvation rules peoples every 
day lives. 
B. Government - Consider how the church uses the idea of 
excommunication to influence the government. 
C. Ideas - Identify the church’s role in art, architecture, education and 
holidays. 
D. Geography – Identify how the church leveraged the idea of 
pilgrimages to increase their power. 
E. Economics – Determine how the church amassed great wealth and 
power. 
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Big Idea: Once a society’s basic needs for survival are met it 
can prosper. 
   
XVI. Town Life 

A. People - Summarize the cultural achievements in learning and the 
arts. 
B. Government – Describe the shifting of power away from the church 
and to the merchants and working class. 
C. Ideas -Trace the growth of cities and the rise of a middle class and    
how they changed medieval life. 
D. Geography – Locate important trade centers in Europe during the 
Middle Ages.  
E. Economics - Assess the impact of the growth of trade in the later 
Middle Ages. 

 

Quarter IV – Middle Ages and the Renaissance 
Big Idea:  Differing religious beliefs cause conflict.  
 
 
XVII. Crusades 

A. People - Evaluate how the Crusades changed medieval society. 
B. Government - Determine the political reasons for the Crusades. 
C. Ideas - Evaluate the reasons for people joining the Crusades and       
the actions of the crusaders. 
D. Geography – Identify the areas in which the Crusades were fought. 
E. Economics – Determine how the Crusades fueled global trade and 
the Renaissance. 

Big Idea:  Political and social systems change when basic 
needs are met.  
 
XVIII. Decline of Feudalism 

A. People – Analyze how the feudal lord loses power and the common 
people and monarchy gain power. 
B. Government - Consider how the government changes as a result of 
the legal reforms, Magna Carta and Model Parliament. 
C. Ideas - Analyze how classical ideas were rediscovered and how the 
power of the individual was beginning to evolve. 
D. Geography – Identify how the Hundred Years War led to the 
destruction of the manor system. 
E. Economics – Determine how trade contributed to the spread of the 
bubonic plague. 

Big Idea:  Trade leads to a transfer of knowledge. 
 
XIX. Renaissance begins 

A.  People - Understand how humanism undermined the ideas of 
social class. 
B. Government – Explain that governments were independent city-
states. 
C. Ideas - Explain how the Renaissance represented a break with the 
thinking of the Middle Ages and a beginning of modern times. 
D. Geography – Locate the areas in which the ideas of the 
Renaissance began and spread. 
E. Economics – Discuss how the increase of trade and commerce was 
the catalyst for the Renaissance. 

Big Idea:  Society advances during times of prosperity and 
peace. 
XX. The Renaissance flourishes 

A. People – Consider the key contributors to civic life in Renaissance 
Italy. Examine, in detail, leading figures of the Renaissance. 
B. Government - Examine how the Medici family and Machiavelli 
influence politics and culture. 
C. Ideas - Analyze how the rediscovery of classical ideas led to 
advances in Renaissance painting, sculpture, literature, science and 
mathematics. 
D. Geography – Examine how the Renaissance spreads beyond key 
Italian cities and across Europe. 
E. Economics – Determine how a money-based economy facilitated 
global trade. 
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Big Idea:  The attainment of knowledge can cause the 
questioning of beliefs. 
 
XXI. Reformation 

A. People - Analyze the religious intolerance of the Reformation and 
understand examples of persecution and intolerance in the modern 
world. 
B. Government - Identify the influential people of the political system 
who supported this movement. 
C. Ideas – Discuss the basic ideas that began the Reformation and 
how it developed in Europe. 
D. Geography – Locate the areas where the ideas of the Reformation 
flourished. 
E. Economics – Identify the economic corruption and the role it played 
in the Reformation movement. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Geographic location and resources determine the success or failure of a 
civilization, as well as its interaction with other cultures. 
Topic: Geography and its impact on societies 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 1: The student will be able to analyze the geography and resources available in ancient Greece and predict 
its success or failure as a civilization. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

6 1.1. People – Explain how 
interactions are enhanced or 
limited by geography. 
(6.2.8.B.3.a) 

1.2. Government – Analyze why 
society develops ruling 
structures based on its 
resources. (6.2.8.B.3.a) 

1.3. Ideas – Identify how 
people’s isolation or 
interactions help form their 
ideas. (6.2.8.B.3.a) 

1.4. Geography – Observe how 
locations affect society’s 
ability to defend itself and 
grow. (6.2.8.B.3.b) 

1.5. Economics – Assess the 
different trade issues that 
the society encountered. 
(6.2.8.C.3.a) 

 
CCS LA/SS –  

• Cite specific textual 
evidence to support 
analysis of primary and 
secondary sources. (1) 

Essential Questions: 
• Why is “where” important? 
• How do a region’s geography, climate and natural 

resources affect the way people live and work? 
 
Enduring Understandings: 
Greece is a land of steep, rocky mountains located on a 
peninsula surrounded by the Mediterranean Sea.  Because 
of these geographic features, communities in ancient 
Greece were isolated from each other. The high rocky 
mountains were not well suited to farming.  Crops such as 
grapes and olives were grown, and goats are raised.  
Ancient Greece could grow enough food to support itself, 
so it traded with others or established colonies where food 
could be grown.  Greece’s location on the Mediterranean 
Sea facilitated trading and the establishment of colonies. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Greece’s geography offered protection and allowed 
for sea travel, trade and the expansion of colonies. 

• Physical geography often determines the success 
of a civilization. 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Provide students with a picture of life in 
ancient Greece, by showing the United 
Streaming video clip “Living in ancient 
Greece.” (19:55 min.) 

• Pre-reading activity to familiarize students 
with 7th grade text, “A Brief History of 
ancient Greece” – Using the curriculum 
definition of the five lenses, students will 
actively search for information about 
ancient Greece. 

• Students will identify key geographical 
locations in ancient Greece and the 
Mediterranean region by playing an 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Geographic location and resources determine the success or failure of a 
civilization, as well as its interaction with other cultures. 
Topic: Geography and its impact on societies 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 1: The student will be able to analyze the geography and resources available in ancient Greece and predict 
its success or failure as a civilization. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• Determine the meaning of 
words and phrases as they 
are used in a text, 
including vocabulary 
specific to domains related 
to history/social studies. 
(4) 

• Describe how a text 
presents information (e.g., 
sequentially, 
comparatively, causally).  
(5) 

•  By the end of grade 8, 
read and comprehend 
history/social studies texts 
in the grades 6–8 text 
complexity band 
independently and 
proficiently (10) 

 
 
 

interactive game using a map and 
answering critical thinking questions.  

 
Assessment Models:  
Task -  

• Focusing on the geography of ancient 
Greece, tell the story of the viewpoint of a 
12 year old child. Use a journal format and 
include at least 2 references to how 
geography impacts daily life (mountains, 
isolated communities, crops, trade, 
colonies). 

AND/OR 
• Students pretend they have visited ancient 

Greece and will then create a scrapbook 
page that illustrates and describes what 
they saw when they visited a colony, farm , 
trading settlement, and traveling from place 
to place. 

*Note* Either activity can also be used as a learning 
activity 

 (Evaluation) 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Geographic location and resources determine the success or failure of a 
civilization, as well as its interaction with other cultures. 
Topic: Geography and its impact on societies 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 1: The student will be able to analyze the geography and resources available in ancient Greece and predict 
its success or failure as a civilization. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Additional Resources: 
Greece Geography resources:  

• Video:  “Living in ancient Greece”  
United Streaming –(19:55 min) 
www.unitedstreaming.com 

• Google Earth 
Greece resources: 

• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Greece websites: 
• www.historyforkids.org/learn/greeks  
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientGre

ece.html  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/.../ancient_greeks/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/.../ancientgre

ecetimeline.htm  
• www.http://www.mrdowling.com/701greece.

html  
Supplemental text resources: 

• Ancient Greece – Interdisciplinary Thematic 
Unit  Teacher Created Materials  
ISBN: 1-55734-575-9 

• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 
ISBN: 0825137411 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Geographic location and resources determine the success or failure of a 
civilization, as well as its interaction with other cultures. 
Topic: Geography and its impact on societies 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 1: The student will be able to analyze the geography and resources available in ancient Greece and predict 
its success or failure as a civilization. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Governments change over time depending on the success of the leaders and 
the needs of the governed. 
Topic: Greek government and society 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 2: The student will be able to trace the evolution of governments from least to most participatory and will 
evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of each type. (Ex: Monarchy, oligarchy, tyranny, democracy) 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

6 2.1. People – Evaluate the role 
of citizens, non-citizens, and 
women in the various 
government structures that 
evolve in Greece. 
(6.2.8.A.3.d) 

2.2. Government – Define 
participatory government 
and assess its role in Greek 
society. (6.2.8.A.3.c) 

2.3. Ideas – Evaluate the ideas 
and practices related to 
political freedom and justice. 
(6.2.8.A.3.e) 

2.4. Geography – Examine how 
Greece’s geography led to 
differing government 
structures in the city-states. 
(6.2.8.B.3.a) 

2.5. Economics – Governments 
can foster or alleviate 
inequities in a society.  
(6.2.A.3.b) 

 

Essential Questions: 
• How is power gained, used and justified? 
• How do governments balance the rights of 

individuals with the common good? 
• How do different political systems adapt to 

change? 
• What are the roles and responsibilities of citizens in 

a democracy? 
 
Enduring Understandings: 
Greece’s isolated communities were self governed.  Over 
time many government models evolved, including 
monarchy, oligarchy and tyranny.  The city-state of Athens 
developed a direct democratic government model.  Modern 
governments are influenced by all of these models. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Democracy evolved in ancient Greece after several 
other models were used. 

• Athenian democracy differs from the United States 
model of representative democracy. 

 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Strike up the Band Anticipatory Set  
o Students will use music to explore 

the four models of government 
used in ancient Greece. (Monarchy, 
oligarchy, tyranny, democracy) 
Students will select what songs to 
listen to based on how 
governments made policy 
decisions.  

o At the end of activity, students will 
reflect on the different 
governments, deciding which 
offered the most predictability, was 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Governments change over time depending on the success of the leaders and 
the needs of the governed. 
Topic: Greek government and society 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 2: The student will be able to trace the evolution of governments from least to most participatory and will 
evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of each type. (Ex: Monarchy, oligarchy, tyranny, democracy) 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

the fairest, treated people the best, 
treated people the worst, 
guaranteed an orderly society, and 
was likely to cause fighting. 

o Students will tie each model to the 
images shown in a graphic 
organizer. 

• Students will use their knowledge of the 
different forms of government in ancient 
Greece to create a chart showing the 
power, role of the common people and 
example from today for monarchy, 
oligarchy, tyranny and democracy. 

 
Assessment Models:  

• Students will create a pictoword drawing 
that uses the letters in a word to symbolize 
the word’s meaning.  

o Students must create a pictoword 
for monarchy, oligarchy, tyranny 
and democracy.  

o Each pictoword must have 3-4 
different pictures. 

o Pictoword must be neat and 
colorful. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Governments change over time depending on the success of the leaders and 
the needs of the governed. 
Topic: Greek government and society 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 2: The student will be able to trace the evolution of governments from least to most participatory and will 
evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of each type. (Ex: Monarchy, oligarchy, tyranny, democracy) 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

o Beneath each pictoword, students 
will write an explanation as to why 
they included the pictures and how 
the pictoword relates to that form of 
government. Explanations should 
include how the ruler gained power, 
the specific role of the ruler and 
how decisions are made and how 
common people react to/participate 
in this form of government. 

• Students will create a bumper sticker or a 
cartoon to illustrate their preferred form of 
government. Students must justify their 
choice based on the historical facts of how 
each government functioned for the people 
of ancient Greece. In addition, students will 
write a paragraph to support their view. 

(Analysis, Synthesis) 
*Note* Rubrics will used in order to evaluate student 
work. 
 
Additional Resources: 
Greece resources: 

• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Governments change over time depending on the success of the leaders and 
the needs of the governed. 
Topic: Greek government and society 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 2: The student will be able to trace the evolution of governments from least to most participatory and will 
evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of each type. (Ex: Monarchy, oligarchy, tyranny, democracy) 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Greece websites: 
• www.historyforkids.org/learn/greeks  
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientGre

ece.html  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/.../ancient_greeks/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/.../ancientgre

ecetimeline.htm  
• www.http://www.mrdowling.com/701greece.

html  
Supplemental text resources: 

• Ancient Greece – Interdisciplinary Thematic 
Unit  Teacher Created Materials  
ISBN: 1-55734-575-9 

• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 
ISBN: 0825137411 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies beliefs and values determine the experience of its people and the 
priorities of its government. 
Topic: Athens and Sparta 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 3: The student will be able to consider all aspects of life in the city-states of Athens and Sparta, examine the 
similarities and differences of the city-states and conclude advantages and disadvantages of each. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

7 3.1. People – Understand the 
hierarchy in Greek societies. 
(6.2.8.D.3.a) 

3.2. Government – Examine the 
similarities and differences 
between Athenian 
democracy and Spartan 
military aristocracy; examine 
the political structure of 
each city-state. (6.2.8.A.3.d) 

3.3. Ideas – Explain the civic and 
social tasks performed by 
men and women of different 
classes. (6.2.8.D.3.a) 

3.4. Geography – Examine the 
location of the city-states. 
(6.2.8.B.3.b) 

3.5. Economics – Explain the 
economic tasks performed 
by men and women of 
different classes. 
(6.2.8.A.3.b) 

 

Essential Questions: 
• What does it mean to be civilized? 
• What are the values in a culture and what do they 

reveal about the culture? 
 
Enduring Understandings: 
The city-states of Athens and Sparta were very different.  
Athens was located near the Mediterranean Sea.  Because 
this location left them more vulnerable to attach, Athens 
became a naval power. Athens location caused its citizens 
came into contact with other cultures.  Athenians valued 
art, culture and classical ideas.  Sparta was located inland 
on the Peloponnesus plain.  Its more isolated location 
made it suspicious of outsiders, and new ideas.  Sparta 
valued a strong military. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• The city-states of Athens and Sparta developed 
different cultural values based on natural resources 
and location. 

• Nature and nurture both play a role in what a 
society or individual accomplishes. 

 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

•  Anticipatory activity – Students will read 
descriptions of two different types of 
classrooms (one with very strict rules and 
no tolerance for individuality and the 
second where individual preferences and 
group consensus are valued). Students will 
discuss why they prefer one classroom 
model over another. 

• United Streaming video clip – “Land and 
City-States of ancient Greece” (1:30 min) 

• Use the comparison of Florida vs. Montana 
to identify how they are similar and different 
and how the difference in geography affects 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies beliefs and values determine the experience of its people and the 
priorities of its government. 
Topic: Athens and Sparta 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 3: The student will be able to consider all aspects of life in the city-states of Athens and Sparta, examine the 
similarities and differences of the city-states and conclude advantages and disadvantages of each. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

them. Students will reflect on Florida and 
Montana relate to Athens and Sparta. 

• Students will read Aesop’s Fable – “The 
Lion and the Mouse” – and then they will 
reflect on what the story tells about 
Athenian society. Individual student 
conclusions will be discussed in a small 
group. 

• To cultivate historical empathy, students will 
create sensory figures: 

o Students will work cooperatively to 
create a sensory figure of an 
Athenian or Spartan man, woman, 
slave or child.  

o Students will indicate what their 
figure thinks, sees, hears, says, 
feels, does, and wants.  

o Sensory figures will be presented to 
the class. As sensory figures are 
presented, students will create 
notes on each of the roles. 

• Students will develop a Venn diagram 
which compares and contrasts the life in the 
city-states of Athens and Sparta. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies beliefs and values determine the experience of its people and the 
priorities of its government. 
Topic: Athens and Sparta 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 3: The student will be able to consider all aspects of life in the city-states of Athens and Sparta, examine the 
similarities and differences of the city-states and conclude advantages and disadvantages of each. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Assessment Models:  
• Advertisement poster 

o Students will consider the elements 
found in modern day advertising 
(logos, slogans, persuasive 
language). 

o Using their knowledge of 
advertising, students will work with 
a partner to create an 
advertisement for one aspect of life 
in either Athens or Sparta. 
Advertisement must include a 
slogan, logo/picture, 3-4 bulleted 
points of information that persuade 
the reader to appreciate the 
assigned aspect of life. 

(Evaluation) 
*Note* This assessment activity will also be used to 
assess the Republic of Rome and feudalism in the 
Middle Ages. 
 
Additional Resources: 
Athens and Sparta resources: 

• Video: “Land and City-States of ancient 
Greece”  
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies beliefs and values determine the experience of its people and the 
priorities of its government. 
Topic: Athens and Sparta 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 3: The student will be able to consider all aspects of life in the city-states of Athens and Sparta, examine the 
similarities and differences of the city-states and conclude advantages and disadvantages of each. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

United Streaming video segment (1:30 min) 
  www.unitedstreaming.com  

• Primary source: Aesop’s fable, “The Lion 
and the Mouse” 

• Florida vs. Montana resource: 
www.netstate.com/states  

Greece resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Greece websites: 
• www.historyforkids.org/learn/greeks  
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientGre

ece.html  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/.../ancient_greeks/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/.../ancientgre

ecetimeline.htm  
• www.http://www.mrdowling.com/701greece.

html  
Supplemental text resources: 

• Ancient Greece – Interdisciplinary Thematic 
Unit  Teacher Created Materials  
ISBN: 1-55734-575-9 

• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 
ISBN: 0825137411 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies beliefs and values determine the experience of its people and the 
priorities of its government. 
Topic: Athens and Sparta 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 3: The student will be able to consider all aspects of life in the city-states of Athens and Sparta, examine the 
similarities and differences of the city-states and conclude advantages and disadvantages of each. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The desire for power leads people to take aggressive action. 

Topic: Persian War 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 4: The student will be able to identify the motivations of Persia and determine the strategies utilized by both 
Persia and Greece during the Persian War. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 4.1. People – Explain how great 
leaders can impact military 
outcomes regardless of the 
odds. (6.2.8.B.3.a) 

4.2. Government – Compare and 
contrast differences in 
organizational structures 
between the Persian 
kingdom and the various 
city-state government 
structures. (6.2.8.A.3.b) 

4.3. Ideas – Discuss the causes 
of the Persian War. 
(6.2.8.B.3.a) 

4.4. Geography – Understand 
the role geography played in 
the strategy and outcome of 
the various battles of the 
Persian War. (6.2.8.B.3.b) 

4.5. Economics – Describe the 
results of the Persian War. 
(6.2.8.B.3.a) 

 

Essential Questions: 
• Why do people seek power? 
• Can the quality of leadership, alone, drive 

outcomes? 
• Can enemies become effective allies? 

 
Enduring Understandings: 
Persia was the largest empire in the world in 499 B.C.E. 
when it attacked the Greek colony of Ionia.  For the next 20 
years Greece and Persia fought a series of battles, each 
renowned for the use military strategies.  The most famous 
of these battles are the Battles of Marathon and 
Thermopylae.  Greece ultimately defeated the mighty 
Persian empire. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Greece prevailed in the Persian War using 
innovative strategies. 

• Good leadership is essential to achievement of 
goals. 

 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Anticipatory Activity – Lions vs. Wildcats 
basketball analysis (TCI digital teacher 
resources) 

• Visual Discovery – Examine sketches of the 
four main battles of the Persian War. As 
each picture is reviewed, students will 
predict the actions and outcomes of the 
battle. 

• Students will read about the Ionian Revolt, 
battles of Marathon, Thermopylae, Salamis 
and Plataea and create a chart for each 
section identifying battle, major players, 
play by play and result. (Link to basketball 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The desire for power leads people to take aggressive action. 

Topic: Persian War 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 4: The student will be able to identify the motivations of Persia and determine the strategies utilized by both 
Persia and Greece during the Persian War. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

anticipatory activity). 
• Headlines for the Persian Wars – Students 

will be provided pictures and asked to write 
headlines based upon their knowledge of 
the Persian War. 

 
Assessment Models:  

• Students will design a t-shirt and hat for 
both Persia and Greece.  

o T-shirt must include the name of 
the team, the numbers of battles 
won and lost during the Persian 
Wars, a motto and a picture 
representing how the team did. 
Hat must have a saying that 
reflects how the team feels about 
the opposition. 

o Students will present their products 
to the class. 

(Synthesis) 
AND/OR 

• Using a basketball analogy, students will 
evaluate the Persian War, giving points to 
both the Wildcats (Greece) and Lions 
(Persia). 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The desire for power leads people to take aggressive action. 

Topic: Persian War 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 4: The student will be able to identify the motivations of Persia and determine the strategies utilized by both 
Persia and Greece during the Persian War. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

o Students will list 8-12 specific 
actions on each side and award 
points (either positive or negative) 
for each action. 

o Students will identify a clear winner 
based on their analysis. 

o Students will construct a short 
answer defending their analysis of 
the winner. 

(Evaluation) 
 
Additional Resources: 
Persian War resources: 

• Video: Last Stand of the 300:The 
Legendary Battle of Thermopylae    
History Channel DVD 2007  

• TCI: Sounds of History CD (Lions vs. 
Wildcats) 

• TCI: CD-ROM transparencies 
Greece resources: 

• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Greece websites: 
• www.historyforkids.org/learn/greeks  
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The desire for power leads people to take aggressive action. 

Topic: Persian War 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 4: The student will be able to identify the motivations of Persia and determine the strategies utilized by both 
Persia and Greece during the Persian War. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientGre
ece.html  

• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/.../ancient_greeks/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/.../ancientgre

ecetimeline.htm  
• www.http://www.mrdowling.com/701greece.

html  
Supplemental text resources: 

• Ancient Greece – Interdisciplinary Thematic 
Unit  Teacher Created Materials  
ISBN: 1-55734-575-9 

• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 
ISBN: 0825137411 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Society advances during times of prosperity. 

Topic: Golden Age of Athens 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 5: The student will be able to identify the classical ideas which began in ancient Greece. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

6 5.1. People – Examine Greek 
drama, history, and 
mythology and the impact of 
each on society. 
(6.2.8.D.3.d) 

5.2. Government – Analyze how 
governments manage peace 
and prosperity. (6.2.8.D.3.d) 

5.3. Ideas – Evaluate the impact 
that philosophy, including 
Socrates, Plato, and 
Aristotle, had on the lives 
and beliefs of people. 
(6.2.8.D.3.d) 

5.4. Geography – Examine the 
areas in which the ideas of 
the Golden Age expanded 
and how these areas were 
affected. (6.2.8.D.3.d) 

5.5. Economics – Understand 
the characteristics of Classic 
Greek art and architecture 
and how they are reflected 
in modern art and 
architecture. (6.2.8.D.3.d) 

Essential Questions: 
• How does where you live influence how you live? 
• Does prosperity always fuel advances in society? 

 
Enduring Understandings: 
Many of the classical influences on our modern world are 
rooted in ancient Greece.  The Greeks were the first to use 
special effect and movable scenery in their theater.  New 
architectural elements such as columns and pediments 
were introduced in grand public buildings.  People met at 
the agora, or market, to catch up on the news, buy goods, 
or exchange ideas about the meaning of life, justice, truth 
and beauty.  This exchange of ideas or way of thinking is 
known today as philosophy. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Athens enjoyed a time of peace and prosperity that 
led to new ideas. 

• People can accomplish great things when they 
have adequate resources. 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Pre-reading activity – Greetings from 
ancient Greece 

o Students will imagine they’ve taken 
a plane from Newark and landed in 
ancient Greece. 

o Students will write a postcard to 
their parents explaining their first 
impressions about the sites of 
ancient Greece, based upon their 
pre-reading. 

o Postcard must contain a picture, 
message and proper address. 

• Project picture of ancient Athenian agora. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Society advances during times of prosperity. 

Topic: Golden Age of Athens 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 5: The student will be able to identify the classical ideas which began in ancient Greece. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Students will evaluate what they see and 
compare the agora to a marketplace today. 

• Content reading/reading notes 
 
Assessment Models:  

• Design a bi-fold brochure 
o Design a bi-fold travel brochure 

advertising a visit to Athens during 
its golden age.  

o Brochures must include: Four 
drawings that represent places or 
objects the visitor should see, or 
activities the traveler should 
participate in. 

o A caption that explains why the 
visitor should do each of the four 
activities.  

(Comprehension, Analysis) 
AND/OR 

• Journal entry 
o Students will write a journal 

describing their trip through Athens 
and its Golden Age.  

o Journals must include four days of 
journal entries. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Society advances during times of prosperity. 

Topic: Golden Age of Athens 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 5: The student will be able to identify the classical ideas which began in ancient Greece. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

o Each journal entry must be at least 
3 paragraphs long. Each entry 
should describe the places and 
objects the students have seen in 
any activity students have 
participated in. 

(Comprehension, Analysis) 
*Note* Rubrics will used in order to evaluate student 
work. 
 
Additional Resources: 
Golden Age resources: 

• Video: Engineering and Empire – Ancient 
Greece (History Channel)  
Video Segment on Greece’s Golden Age 
(12 min.) 

• Video: Lost World – Athens: Ancient Super 
City  
History International  DVD  
60 min. total –use  clips as appropriate 

• Primary Source: Thucydides’ Pericles 
Funeral Oration    
http://www.wsu.edu/~dee/GREECE/PERIC
LES.HTM  

Greece resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Society advances during times of prosperity. 

Topic: Golden Age of Athens 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 5: The student will be able to identify the classical ideas which began in ancient Greece. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 
Greece websites: 

• www.historyforkids.org/learn/greeks  
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientGre

ece.html  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/.../ancient_greeks/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/.../ancientgre

ecetimeline.htm  
• www.http://www.mrdowling.com/701greece.

html  
Supplemental text resources: 

• Ancient Greece – Interdisciplinary Thematic 
Unit  Teacher Created Materials  
ISBN: 1-55734-575-9 

• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 
ISBN: 0825137411 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies advance or decline based on the quality of their leadership. 

Topic: Alexander the Great 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 6: The student will be able to assess and evaluate Alexander the Great’s methods for creating and 
managing a large and important empire. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 6.1. People – Analyze how Philip 
and Alexander the Great 
capitalize on the 
weaknesses of the city-
states to unite a great 
empire. (6.2.8.B.3.b) 

6.2. Government – Analyze how 
Alexander the Great built a 
vast empire and why it was 
not sustainable. 
(6.2.8.B.3.a) 

6.3. Ideas – Understand how 
Alexander exploited the 
culture and beliefs to solidify 
his empire. (6.2.8.D.3.f) 

6.4. Geography – Understand 
the role geography played in 
the collapse of the empire. 
(6.2.8.B.3.a) 

6.5. Economics – Examine how 
wealth motivates leaders 
and their armies. 
(6.2.8.C.3.a) 

 

Essential Questions: 
• Can an individual really make a difference? 
• What constitutes a great leader? 
• How can a leader unite a society? 

 
Enduring Understandings: 
After fighting each other in the Peloponnesian War, the 
Greek city-states were weak and vulnerable to attack.  King 
Phillip of Macedonia took advantage of this. He conquered 
and united mainland Greece into one kingdom combined 
with Macedonia.  It was Phillip’s desire to also conquer 
Persia and create a vast empire.  After Phillip’s death, his 
son Alexander the Great carried out his father’s goal by not 
only conquering Persia, but also conquering Egypt.   
Alexander spread Greek ideas, adopted aspects of the 
cultures he conquered and used religion to unite his large 
Empire.  Alexander the Great did not leave a clear 
succession plan, and as a result is empire eventually 
crumbled. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Historians are divided over whether Alexander was 
great or not great. 

• Personal and government agendas can be 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Jigsaw content on Alexander the Great’s 
life. Students will work cooperatively using 
their jigsawed information to create the 
illustrated life of Alexander the Great. 

o Student groups will agree on key 
items to appear in their illustration. 

o Create illustration 
o Groups will complete a fact sheet 
o Groups will present illustrations. 

Then, students will select the most 
comprehensive illustration by voting 
on the “Alexander’s” (in the style of 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies advance or decline based on the quality of their leadership. 

Topic: Alexander the Great 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 6: The student will be able to assess and evaluate Alexander the Great’s methods for creating and 
managing a large and important empire. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

advanced when common ground is established. the Oscar’s) 
• After reading the content, students will 

choose whether Alexander should be 
considered a hero or a bully. 

o Students will be grouped according 
to their opinions. 

o Students will formulate an 
argument, using the content 
learned, and will then participate in 
a class debate. 

Assessment Models:  
• Students will analyze Alexander the Great, 

through written analysis and application 
questions. For example: 

o Would you consider Alexander a 
great leader? 

o Explain why Alexander thought 
uniting cultures was important. 

o What would happen if Alexander 
did not unite the cultures in his 
empire? 

o When analyzing Alexander, what 
would you consider his most 
important leadership quality? 

(Evaluation) 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies advance or decline based on the quality of their leadership. 

Topic: Alexander the Great 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 6: The student will be able to assess and evaluate Alexander the Great’s methods for creating and 
managing a large and important empire. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Additional Resources: 
Alexander the Great resources: 

• Junior Scholastic article, “Alexander the 
Great” 

• A Wicked History: Alexander the Great-
Master of the ancient World by Doug 
Wilhelm 
ISBN: 0531228215 

• Video: “Conquerors: Alexander the Great” 
United Streaming video clip (28 minutes) 

  www.unitedstreaming.com  
Greece resources: 

• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Greece websites: 
• www.historyforkids.org/learn/greeks  
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientGre

ece.html  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/.../ancient_greeks/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/.../ancientgre

ecetimeline.htm  
• www.http://www.mrdowling.com/701greece.

html  
Supplemental text resources: 

• Ancient Greece – Interdisciplinary Thematic 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies advance or decline based on the quality of their leadership. 

Topic: Alexander the Great 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 6: The student will be able to assess and evaluate Alexander the Great’s methods for creating and 
managing a large and important empire. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Unit  Teacher Created Materials  
ISBN: 1-55734-575-9 

• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 
ISBN: 0825137411 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies build on ideas from the past. 

Topic: Legacy 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 7: The student will be able to examine the achievements of ancient Greece and relate them to the modern 
world. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

13 7.1. People – Identify the impact 
of ancient Greece on 
modern language, literature 
and philosophy. 
(6.2.8.D.3.d) 

7.2. Government – Identify the 
political practices of our 
democracy that came from 
the ancient Greek’s. 
(6.2.8.A.3.c) 

7.3. Ideas – Describe the 
contributions of important 
Greek figures in medicine, 
mathematics and science. 
(6.2.8.D.3.d) 

7.4. Geography – Describe how 
Greece’s colonies impact 
the development of other 
classical civilizations, such 
as Rome. (6.2.8.D.3.d) 

7.5. Economics – Recognize 
Greek contributions to 
modern buildings, 
entertainment and sports. 
(6.2.8.B.3.a) 

Essential Questions: 
• What defines a legacy? 
• Do all legacies have a positive impact? 
• How do legacies shape our lives? 
• Will the legacies we remember today be 

remembered tomorrow?  
• What legacy will YOU leave behind and how will 

you make it? 
 
Enduring Understandings: 
Ancient Greece provided our modern world with many 
great legacies. These include contributions to modern 
language, literature, government, medicine, anatomy, 
mathematics, astronomy, geography, botany, architecture, 
theater and sports. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Our modern world reflects many accomplishments 
handed down from ancient Greece. 

• Everything and everyone leaves a legacy. 
 
 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Anticipatory set – Define the word legacy 
• Gifts from the Greeks 

o Present small groups of students 
with one of the “gifts” from the 
ancient Greeks. 

o Students will then individually come 
up with three reasons why their gift 
is of value to our world today. Then 
students will come up with the top 5 
reasons as a group. 

o Students will then present their 
reasons why their gift is valuable to 
the class.  
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies build on ideas from the past. 

Topic: Legacy 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 7: The student will be able to examine the achievements of ancient Greece and relate them to the modern 
world. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 o The class will then come to a 
consensus on how to prioritize 
these legacies. 

• Read content/create reading notes 
Assessment Models:  

• Greek differentiated legacy project 
o Students will choose a topic and 

product from a differentiated project 
list. 

o Students will follow the guidelines 
provided in a rubric. 

o Students will complete research on 
their topic, both in and outside of 
class. 

o Throughout the course of the 
project, they will intermittently 
check in for progress. 

o Students will present completed 
product to the class. 

o While students view product 
presentations, students will create 
notes on something they knew, 
learned and a good idea they will 
steal. 

(Synthesis) 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies build on ideas from the past. 

Topic: Legacy 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 7: The student will be able to examine the achievements of ancient Greece and relate them to the modern 
world. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Additional Resources: 
Legacy resources: 

• Video: What the Ancients did for Us – The 
Greeks  
BBC Video (46 min) 

• Gifts From the Greeks  
www.greece.mrdonn.org 

Greece resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Greece websites: 
• www.historyforkids.org/learn/greeks  
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientGre

ece.html  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/.../ancient_greeks/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/.../ancientgre

ecetimeline.htm  
• www.http://www.mrdowling.com/701greece.

html  
Supplemental text resources: 

• Ancient Greece – Interdisciplinary Thematic 
Unit  Teacher Created Materials  
ISBN: 1-55734-575-9 

• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 
ISBN: 0825137411 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies build on ideas from the past. 

Topic: Legacy 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 7: The student will be able to examine the achievements of ancient Greece and relate them to the modern 
world. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: New cultures are created through diffusion. 

Topic: Early development of Rome 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 8: The student will be able to examine the mythological origins of Rome and identify examples of cultural 
diffusion from the Etruscans and Greeks to the Romans. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 8.1. People – Evaluate the 
influences of the Etruscans 
and Greeks on the early 
development of Rome.  
(6.2.8.B.3.a) 

8.2. Government – Describe how 
Rome’s government evolved 
from managing a tribal 
village to controlling a large 
portion of the Italian 
peninsula. (6.2.8.A.3.c) 

8.3. Ideas – Understand the 
origins of Rome’s 
appreciation for gladiatorial 
sports. Explain legends of 
the founding of Rome and 
how they reflect beliefs and 
values of its citizens. 
(6.2.8.D.3.f) 

8.4. Geography – Understand 
the role geography played in 
the early settlement of 
Rome. (6.2.8.B.3.a) 

8.5. Economics – Examine 
Etruscan and Greek 
engineering and 
architectural influences. 

Essential Questions: 
• Why do we study other cultures? 
• How do new cultures arise? 

 
Enduring Understandings: 
The exact details of the founding of Rome remain a 
mystery.   While the legend of Romulus and Remus 
survives as one explanation, factually it is clear that 
Rome’s early development was influenced by the Etruscan 
civilization to its north and the Greek colonies located on 
the Italian peninsula to its south.  Aspects of both 
civilizations diffused into what became uniquely Roman. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Legends are loosely based on facts and exist in all 
societies. 

• Cultural diffusion results in a transfer of knowledge 
from one culture to another. 

 
 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will be asked to consider if 
location of a place matters.  After 
discussion students will preview a map 
showing the Roman Empire at its height 
and complete a “geography challenge” 
game working with partners or small 
groups.  In the game students will answer 
questions and mark locations and features 
on a map of the Roman Empire. Following 
the completion of the game the class will 
de-brief on why the location of the early 
Roman settlement significantly impacted its 
ability to become a major world power.  

• Students will learn the specifics of the 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: New cultures are created through diffusion. 

Topic: Early development of Rome 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 8: The student will be able to examine the mythological origins of Rome and identify examples of cultural 
diffusion from the Etruscans and Greeks to the Romans. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

(6.2.8.D.3.d) 
 
CCS LA/SS 

• Identify key steps in a 
text’s description of a 
process related to 
history/social studies (e.g., 
how a bill becomes law, 
how interest rates are 
raised or lowered).  (3) 

•  Integrate visual 
information (e.g., in charts, 
graphs, photographs, 
videos, or maps) with 
other information in print 
and digital texts. (7) 

•  Analyze the relationship 
between a primary and 
secondary source on the 
same topic. (9) 

 

 

Etruscan and Latin cultures by role paying 
the play “Enid the Etruscan” (TCI – see 
resources) and completing answers to 
directed questions relating to the 
information in the play. 

• To illustrate how an oral history can be 
distorted students will participate in a 
“telephone style” activity where one student 
will be told a shortened version of the 
Legend of Romulus and Remus. That 
student will then tell another student, and 
so on until all students in the class have 
heard the story. After the last student 
reports the story to whole class, the class 
will then read the Legend of Romulus and 
Remus and discuss how legends can 
contain distortions. 

• Students will experience the concept of 
cultural diffusion by putting a drop of yellow 
food coloring into a clear cup of water.  This 
represents how the Latin culture was 
irrevocably changed by contact with the 
Etruscans.  Students will then add a drop of 
blue food coloring to the cup to illustrate 
how impact with Greek colonies further 
changed the Latin culture.  
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: New cultures are created through diffusion. 

Topic: Early development of Rome 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 8: The student will be able to examine the mythological origins of Rome and identify examples of cultural 
diffusion from the Etruscans and Greeks to the Romans. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Assessment Models:  
• Students will participate in a Classroom 

Response System (CRS clickers) 
interactive PowerPoint assessment on The 
Early Development of Rome. Assessment 
of student knowledge will be accomplished 
by using identified clicker responses to 
questions that measure individual student 
comprehension (additional formative 
assessment takes place following 
instruction on the Roman Republic) 

(Analysis) 
 
Additional Resources: 
Early development of Rome resources: 

• “Romulus and Remus” Teacher Created 
Resources, Inc Ancient Rome Thematic 
Unit   

• “Enid the Etruscan” Teacher Created 
Resources, Inc. Ancient Rome Thematic 
Unit   

• Video:  “Rome: The Early Republic”  
United Streaming segment  (4:50 min) 
www.unitedstreaming.com 

• Video:  “Ancient Rome: Prosperity and 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: New cultures are created through diffusion. 

Topic: Early development of Rome 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 8: The student will be able to examine the mythological origins of Rome and identify examples of cultural 
diffusion from the Etruscans and Greeks to the Romans. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Decline”  
United Streaming (49:30 min) 
www.unitedstreaming.com 

Rome resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Rome websites: 
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientRo

me.html  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/anci

entrome.htm  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/rom

ans/  
• www.http://www.rome.mrdonn.org/  
• www.mrdowling.com/702rome.html  

Supplemental text resources: 
• Ancient Rome Thematic Unit   

ISBN: 9781557345967 
• Ancient Rome Literature Based Activities 

for Thematic Teaching   
ISBN: 3055402470 

• Ancient Rome Museum Series  
ISBN: 0881603902 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: New cultures are created through diffusion. 

Topic: Early development of Rome 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 8: The student will be able to examine the mythological origins of Rome and identify examples of cultural 
diffusion from the Etruscans and Greeks to the Romans. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 
ISBN: 0825137411 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Participatory government arises from the demand of the governed. 

Topic: Roman Republic 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 9: The student will be able to trace the evolution of Rome’s government from an oligarchy with strict social 
classes to a Republic. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

7 9.1. People – Examine the class 
structure in Rome; analyze 
the development of society 
in the Roman Republic. 
(6.2.8.A.3.b) 

9.2. Government – Analyze the 
development of government 
in the Roman Republic. 
(6.2.8.A.3.c) 

9.3. Ideas – Examine the cause, 
course and consequences 
of the Conflict of Orders. 
(6.2.8.A.3.b) 

9.4. Geography – Understand 
how Rome’s growth and 
expansion makes the social 
classes obsolete. 
(6.2.8.B.3.a) 

9.5. Economics – Understand 
the economic problems with 
a society of different social 
classes. (6.2.8.C.3.c) 

 

Essential Questions: 
• How can the governed change the government? 
• Do laws need to be written down? 
• Is fairness an essential ingredient in a 

government? 
• How and why do we provide checks and balances 

on government power? 
 
Enduring Understandings: 
In early Rome under Etruscan rule there were two classes 
of citizens, plebeians and patricians.  Over time Rome 
overthrew its Etruscan rulers and created a republic, where 
these two classes persisted.  Eventually the plebeians or 
lower class revolted against the patricians, or upper class.  
Government evolved to include participation from each 
class.  Laws were written down on the Twelve Tables, 
insuring that everyone knew what the laws were and that 
the laws themselves could not be arbitrarily changed.  The 
Twelve Tables were used by the United States founding 
fathers as the framework for the United States Bill of 
Rights. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• The United States Bill of Rights closely correlates 
to the Twelve Tables of the Roman Republic. 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will learn how the Roman 
Republic functioned and how it came to an 
end by role paying the play Julius Caesar 
(TCI – see resources) and completing 
answers to directed questions relating to 
the information in the play. 

• Students will read and discuss a primary 
source document on the Twelve Tables or 
Tablets of Rome which were written in 
response to the plebeians’ demands to the 
patricians for rights.  Students will then 
work cooperatively to compare Rome’s 
Twelve Tables to the United States Bill of 
Rights. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Participatory government arises from the demand of the governed. 

Topic: Roman Republic 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 9: The student will be able to trace the evolution of Rome’s government from an oligarchy with strict social 
classes to a Republic. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• Vision can fuel bold action. (ex: Martin Luther King) 
 

• Student will analyze primary source written 
speeches of Dr. Martin Luther King (“I Have 
a Dream”), John F. Kennedy (Inaugural- 
“Ask not what your country can do for 
you…”), Franklin D. Roosevelt (Inaugural – 
“The only think we have to fear is fear 
itself.”) and Ronald Reagan (Inaugural – 
“Government is the Problem”) and view 
video of President Barak Obama (speech to 
students, September 8, 2009).  Students 
will identify the vision of each of the 
speakers and compare it to the vision of 
various classes in Roman Republican 
society. 

 
Assessment Models:  

• Students will write a newspaper article 
explaining the Conflict of Orders from the 
perspective of a either a plebeian or 
patrician.  Students will include sufficient 
detail and examples to demonstrate 
mastery of the key concerns of each group 
as well as the potential resolution of the 
conflict.  

(Evaluation, Synthesis) 
AND/OR 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Participatory government arises from the demand of the governed. 

Topic: Roman Republic 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 9: The student will be able to trace the evolution of Rome’s government from an oligarchy with strict social 
classes to a Republic. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• Students will imagine that they are 
plebeians in Rome prior to the Conflict of 
Orders and create a webpage that the 
plebeians would have created to publicize 
their fight for equality. Students will include 
sufficient detail to demonstrate mastery of 
the key issues and concerns of both the 
Plebeians and Patricians. 

(Evaluation, Synthesis) 
 

Additional Resources: 
Roman Republic resources: 

• “Julius Caesar” Teacher Created 
Resources, Inc Ancient Rome Thematic 
Unit  TCR0596 

• A Wicked History: Julius Caesar- Dictator 
for Life by Denise Rinaldo 
ISBN: 0531228223 

Rome resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Rome websites: 
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientRo

me.html  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/anci
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Participatory government arises from the demand of the governed. 

Topic: Roman Republic 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 9: The student will be able to trace the evolution of Rome’s government from an oligarchy with strict social 
classes to a Republic. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

entrome.htm  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/rom

ans/  
• www.http://www.rome.mrdonn.org/  
• www.mrdowling.com/702rome.html  

Supplemental text resources: 
• Ancient Rome Thematic Unit   

ISBN: 9781557345967 
• Ancient Rome Literature Based Activities 

for Thematic Teaching   
ISBN: 3055402470 

• Ancient Rome Museum Series  
ISBN: 0881603902 

• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 
ISBN: 0825137411 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: As empires grow, they need to continuously conquer new territory to obtain 
new resources, which can lead to their ultimate demise.  
Topic: From Republic to Empire 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 10: The student will be able to describe the periods of Rome’s expansion and explain the positive and 
negative consequences of each period. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

6 10.1. People – Explain how shifts 
in the political framework of 
Roman society impacted the 
expansion of the empire and 
how this expansion 
transformed Roman society, 
economy and culture. 
(6.2.8.A.3.a) 

10.2. Government – Examine how 
Roman government 
changed as Rome 
increased it s boundaries. 
(6.2.8.B.3.a) 

10.3. Ideas – Evaluate the 
influence of key Roman 
leaders on the ideas and 
beliefs of Rome’s people. 
(6.2.8.A.3.a) 

10.4. Geography – Identify the 
ramifications of natural 
geographic boundaries in 
Rome’s expansion. 
(6.2.8.B.3.a) 

10.5. Economics – Analyze how 
the expansion of the empire 

Essential Questions: 
• Can governments outgrow their ability to govern? 
• When is bigger not better? 
• What story do maps tell? 
• How do leaders impact government? 
• Does power always corrupt? 

 
Enduring Understandings: 
Over a period of 500 years from 509 B.C.E to 14 C.E. 
Rome grew from a small settlement on the Tiber River to a 
mighty power surrounding the Mediterranean Sea.  This 
growth took place during four major periods of expansion.  
Rome conquered the Italian peninsula during the first 
period of expansion.  During the second period of 
expansion Rome defeated Carthage, a might power that 
controlled trade routes on the Mediterranean Sea.  Rome 
gained control of Asia Minor, Syria and Egypt as well as 
Gaul (modern day France) during the third period of 
expansion. Also during this period Julius Caesar was 
named the dictator of Rome and was eventually 
assassinated.  During the fourth and final period of 
expansion Augustus Caesar became emperor of Rome.  
His reign was the start of Pax Romana or 200 years of 
Roman peace and prosperity. 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will create their version of Trajan’s 
Column illustrating the 500 years of the 
Roman Empire’s expansion.  (see TCI 
Digital Teacher Resources CD/Rom - 
Celebrating Roman Growth; Creating a 
Column) 

• Students will complete a Murder report on 
the death of Julius Caesar. Using facts from 
the interactive website 
www.schoolhistory.co.uk/year7links/romans
/Caesarmuderreport..pdf students will work 
in differentiated cooperative groups to 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: As empires grow, they need to continuously conquer new territory to obtain 
new resources, which can lead to their ultimate demise.  
Topic: From Republic to Empire 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 10: The student will be able to describe the periods of Rome’s expansion and explain the positive and 
negative consequences of each period. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

and its location surrounding 
the Mediterranean Sea 
impacted the economy. 
(6.2.8.C.3.a) 

 

 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Over the course of 500 years, Rome grew from a 
small settlement to a vast empire. 

• Leaders must put the interest of those they govern 
first. 

 
 
 

analyse data and prepare a murder reports 
documenting the issues and concerns that 
the Roman Senate had with Julius Caesar. 

• Students will evaluate the effectiveness of 
Augustus Caesar by creating a report card 
on his performance as Emperor.  Students 
will assess Augustus Caesar’s leadership 
and legacy as part of their evaluation.   

 
Assessment Models:  

• Students will demonstrate their 
comprehension of the periods of Roman 
Expansion by creating a magazine cover 
that contains at least 4 article titles that 
highlight the main periods and or leaders of 
Rome’s expansion from a village to an 
Empire as well as a picture that illustrates 
one of the themes of Roman Expansion.  
Students will also write one magazine 
article that demonstrates an in-depth 
knowledge of Rome’s expansion explaining 
corresponding benefits and consequences. 

(Analyze) 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: As empires grow, they need to continuously conquer new territory to obtain 
new resources, which can lead to their ultimate demise.  
Topic: From Republic to Empire 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 10: The student will be able to describe the periods of Rome’s expansion and explain the positive and 
negative consequences of each period. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Additional Resources: 
From Republic to Empire resources: 

• www.schoolhistory.co.uk/year7links/romans
/Caesarmuderreport.pdf 

Rome resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Rome websites: 
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientRo

me.html  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/anci

entrome.htm  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/rom

ans/  
• www.http://www.rome.mrdonn.org/  
• www.mrdowling.com/702rome.html  

Supplemental text resources: 
• Ancient Rome Thematic Unit   

ISBN: 9781557345967 
• Ancient Rome Literature Based Activities 

for Thematic Teaching   
ISBN: 3055402470 

• Ancient Rome Museum Series  
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: As empires grow, they need to continuously conquer new territory to obtain 
new resources, which can lead to their ultimate demise.  
Topic: From Republic to Empire 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 10: The student will be able to describe the periods of Rome’s expansion and explain the positive and 
negative consequences of each period. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

ISBN: 0881603902 
• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 

ISBN: 0825137411 
• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 

Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies build on ideas from the past. 

Topic: Life and legacy of ancient Rome 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 11: The student will be able to consider daily life in ancient Rome, examine the achievements of ancient 
Rome and relate them to the modern world. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

9 11.1. People – Examine the family 
structure and gender roles 
in Roman society. 
(6.2.8.A.3.b) 

11.2. Government – Examine how 
the United States legal 
system is rooted in Rome’s 
ideas of crime and 
punishment. (6.2.8.A.3.e) 

11.3. Ideas – Describe the 
influences of Latin on 
modern language and 
Roman art on modern day 
art forms. (6.2.8.D.3.d) 

11.4. Geography – Identify the 
differences in the lives of 
citizens living in the country 
and the city. (6.2.8.A.3.b) 

11.5. Economics – Examine how 
Roman achievements in 
science, technology, 
architecture and engineering 
have been incorporated into 
modern life. (6.2.8.D.3.d) 

 

Essential Questions: 
• What defines a legacy? 
• Do all legacies have a positive impact? 
• How do legacies shape our lives? 
• Will the legacies we remember today be 

remembered tomorrow?  
• What legacy will YOU leave behind and how will 

you make it? 
 
Enduring Understandings: 
Ancient Rome provided our modern world with many 
legacies. These include Greco-Roman art, architecture and 
engineering, language, philosophy, law and our justice 
system. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• The founding fathers based the U.S. Government’s 
system of checks and balances on the Roman 
Republic. 

• Examples of classical Roman influence are found 
throughout many aspects of our daily life. 

 
 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will learn about the daily life in 
Ancient Rome by reading and role playing a 
skit of the daily life in an upper class 
Roman household called “Latida, a Roman 
Lady of Leisure (TCI) and will complete 
higher order thinking question to 
extrapolate the play’s content to a general 
view of Roman daily life. 

• Students will view The BBC World Video – 
Colosseum, A Gladiator’s Story. This 
activity will provide students with a 
historically accurate first person visual 
account of the lives of various citizens and 
slaves in Ancient Rome.   
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies build on ideas from the past. 

Topic: Life and legacy of ancient Rome 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 11: The student will be able to consider daily life in ancient Rome, examine the achievements of ancient 
Rome and relate them to the modern world. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 • Students will participate in a station activity 
where they will explore mosaic making; 
writing using the Roman alphabet to write 
messages; adding and subtracting Roman 
numerals; and matching Latin words to 
corresponding English, French and Spanish 
translations. Students will also play games 
that Roman children played 2,000 years 
ago. 

• Students will find pictorial examples of the 
legacies of Rome in magazines and create 
a “Rome to Home” collage using magazine 
pictures to depict all aspects of our modern 
daily that are legacies of Rome. 
 

Assessment Models:  
• Students will complete a differentiated 

activity to demonstrate their knowledge of 
daily life in ancient Rome.  Students will 
complete a RAFT (Role, Audience, Format, 
and Topic) of their choice – for example: 
Students might pretend that they are 
Emperor Titus writing a speech to be given 
to the Roman Citizens explaining why the 
Colosseum is so important to Rome’s role 
in the world.   

(Evaluation, Synthesis) 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies build on ideas from the past. 

Topic: Life and legacy of ancient Rome 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 11: The student will be able to consider daily life in ancient Rome, examine the achievements of ancient 
Rome and relate them to the modern world. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Additional Resources: 
Life and legacy of ancient Rome: 

• “Latida – Roman Lady of Leisure” Teacher 
Created Resources, Inc Ancient Rome 
Thematic Unit  TCR0596 

• Video: Colosseum: A Gladiator Story  
BBC World video (2004) 

Rome resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Rome websites: 
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientRo

me.html  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/anci

entrome.htm  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/rom

ans/  
• www.http://www.rome.mrdonn.org/  
• www.mrdowling.com/702rome.html  

Supplemental text resources: 
• Ancient Rome Thematic Unit   

ISBN: 9781557345967 
• Ancient Rome Literature Based Activities 

for Thematic Teaching   
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies build on ideas from the past. 

Topic: Life and legacy of ancient Rome 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 11: The student will be able to consider daily life in ancient Rome, examine the achievements of ancient 
Rome and relate them to the modern world. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

ISBN: 3055402470 
• Ancient Rome Museum Series  

ISBN: 0881603902 
• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 

ISBN: 0825137411 
• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 

Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: New beliefs take hold in response to societal concerns. 

Topic: The Roman Empire and religion 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 12: The student will be able to identify the societal changes that created a receptive environment for 
Christianity.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

3 12.1. People – Examine the 
appeal of Christianity to the 
citizens of Rome. 
(6.2.8.D.3.e) 

12.2. Government – Examine the 
government’s reaction to 
Christianity. (6.2.8.D.3.f) 

12.3. Ideas – Describe why a 
monotheistic religion was at 
odds with a polytheistic 
Roman government. 
(6.2.8.D.3.e) 

12.4. Geography – Identify how 
the size of the empire 
allowed Christianity to 
prosper. (6.2.8.D.3.f) 

12.5. Economics – Examine the 
causes and consequences 
of Rome’s economic 
collapse. (6.2.8.D.3.c) 

 

Essential Questions: 
• How and why do beliefs change? 
• How are all religions the same? 
• Why can a religion threaten a government? 

 
Enduring Understandings: 
Rome was tolerant of all religions that existed in its empire 
provided they were polytheistic religions, The Romans 
even adopted the gods of the peoples they conquered and 
added them to their own.  Despite its general religious 
tolerance, Rome came into conflict with the monotheistic 
religion of Judaism and a new religion, Christianity, which 
grew out of Judaism. Jews and Christians were persecuted 
and became scapegoats for anything that went wrong 
within the Roman Empire. Eventually, Christianity became 
the official religion of Rome under Emperor Constantine, 
who continued to persecute the Jews. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Christianity met the need for many to look beyond 
their life in the Roman Empire. 

• In times of significant change, new beliefs are more 
readily accepted. 

 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will participate in a Classroom 
Response System (CRS clickers) 
interactive PowerPoint describing the 
development of Christianity in Rome. 
Assessment of student learning of the 
content will be accomplished by using 
identified clicker responses to questions 
that measure individual student 
comprehension and inform re-instruction.  

 
Assessment Models:  

• Working in a cooperative grouping students 
will identify the societal concerns and 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: New beliefs take hold in response to societal concerns. 

Topic: The Roman Empire and religion 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 12: The student will be able to identify the societal changes that created a receptive environment for 
Christianity.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 changes that allowed Christianity to take 
hold and present their concerns in the form 
of a petition for change to the Emperor 
(class). 

(Evaluation) 
 
Additional Resources: 
Roman Empire and religion resources: 

• Prentice Hall – The Ancient World 
ISBN#0131816500 

• Video: “Rise of Christianity Disrupts Rome's 
Hierarchy”  
United Streaming segment (2:11 mins.) 
www.unitedstreaming.com 

Rome resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Rome websites: 
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientRo

me.html  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/anci

entrome.htm  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/rom

ans/  
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: New beliefs take hold in response to societal concerns. 

Topic: The Roman Empire and religion 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 12: The student will be able to identify the societal changes that created a receptive environment for 
Christianity.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• www.http://www.rome.mrdonn.org/  
• www.mrdowling.com/702rome.html  

Supplemental text resources: 
• Ancient Rome Thematic Unit   

ISBN: 9781557345967 
• Ancient Rome Literature Based Activities 

for Thematic Teaching   
ISBN: 3055402470 

• Ancient Rome Museum Series  
ISBN: 0881603902 

• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 
ISBN: 0825137411 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Centralized control requires access to information and coordinated 
communication of intent. 
Topic: The collapse of the Roman Empire leads to the Dark Ages 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 13: The student will be able to analyze the causes and consequences of the fall of Rome. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 13.1. People – Correlate how 
changes in the Empire’s 
citizenship created an 
environment where 
barbarians could be 
successful. (6.2.8.D.3.c) 

13.2. Government – Determine 
how Rome’s leadership led 
to its decline. (6.2.8.D.3.c) 

13.3. Ideas – Summarize how the 
church became formally 
accepted and important 
during the Dark Ages. 
(6.2.8.A.4.a) 

13.4. Geography – Consider how 
the size of the empire left its 
borders vulnerable to 
invasion. (6.2.8.D.3.c) 

13.5. Economics – Analyze how 
the empire could not sustain 
its economic power due to 
weaknesses in its economy. 
(6.2.8.D.3.c) 

 

Essential Questions: 
• Can governments outgrow their ability to govern? 
• How important are good leaders? 
• What happens to established ideas when an 

empire collapses? 
• Is it always true that those who do not learn from 

history are doomed to repeat it? 
 
Enduring Understandings: 
The size of the Roman empire made its borders difficult to 
defend and required large and expensive armies.  The 
Roman Empire also suffered from weak and corrupt rulers, 
civil wars, economic problems and inefficiencies.  
Eventually the Roman Empire crumbled as Invaders 
attacked from the north and east.  Rome was thrown into 
chaos and all vestiges of civilization gradually faded.  
Europe entered the Dark Ages. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Corruption can take down a government. 
• Multiple fronts require large and expensive military. 

 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will work in cooperative groups to 
“Save the Roman Empire” by first 
identifying the problems of the late Roman 
Empire, brainstorming and agreeing on 
solutions to these problems and finally 
writing “laws” to implement these solutions 
and thus save the empire. 

• Students will view a 7 minute clip from the 
History Channel Video – The Dark Ages 
which explains in vivid detail the 
consequences of the barbarian invasions 
and why the knowledge of the Roman 
Empire was forgotten. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Centralized control requires access to information and coordinated 
communication of intent. 
Topic: The collapse of the Roman Empire leads to the Dark Ages 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 13: The student will be able to analyze the causes and consequences of the fall of Rome. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Assessment Models:  
• Students will demonstrate their mastery of 

the reasons for the fall of Rome by 
preparing an obituary highlighting the four 
major causes of Rome’s demise and the 
actions that could have been taken to 
address Rome’s decline. 

(Analysis) 
Additional Resources: 
Collapse of the Roman Empire leads to the Dark 
Ages resources: 

• Video: Barbarians video clips  
History Channel 

• Video: The Dark Ages  video clips 
The History Channel (2007) 

Rome resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Ancient World  
• TCI: History Alive! The Medieval World and 

Beyond 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Rome websites: 
• www.ancienthistory.mrdonn.org/AncientRo

me.html  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/anci
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Centralized control requires access to information and coordinated 
communication of intent. 
Topic: The collapse of the Roman Empire leads to the Dark Ages 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 13: The student will be able to analyze the causes and consequences of the fall of Rome. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

entrome.htm  
• www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/rom

ans/  
• www.http://www.rome.mrdonn.org/  
• www.mrdowling.com/702rome.html  

Supplemental text resources: 
• Ancient Rome Thematic Unit   

ISBN: 9781557345967 
• Ancient Rome Literature Based Activities 

for Thematic Teaching   
ISBN: 3055402470 

• Ancient Rome Museum Series  
ISBN: 0881603902 

• Hands on Culture of Greece and Rome 
ISBN: 0825137411 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies will organize themselves in order to ensure their survival. 

Topic: Feudalism 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 14: The student will be able to evaluate the effectiveness of feudalism in addressing the needs of society 
during the early Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

7 14.1. People - Trace the origins of 
feudalism and understand 
how it worked. (6.2.8.D.4.f) 

14.2. Government – Evaluate the 
positive and negative 
aspects of feudalism as a 
political system. 
(6.2.8.A.4.b) 

14.3. Ideas – Analyze if feudalism 
was a way of protecting the 
poor. (6.2.8.A.4.b) 

14.4. Geography – Locate the 
areas in Europe in which 
this system was 
implemented. (6.2.8.B.4.a) 

14.5. Economics – Evaluate the 
positive and negative 
aspects of feudalism as an 
economic system. 
(6.2.8.D.4.c) 

 

 

 

Essential Questions: 
• Who should decide how to structure a society? 
• Are people always interdependent on each other? 
• What is the role of a government? 

 
Enduring Understandings: 
Over time after the fall of Rome, western Europe lost its 
knowledge of classical civilization’s advances and entered 
into what is known as the Dark Ages.  During this 
unenlightened time life was dangerous and difficult.  
Feudalism arose as a system which governed how people 
at various level of medieval society related to each other.  
There was a strict social hierarchy.  Feudalism’s great 
advantage was that it provided order and protection, and 
eventually facilitated trade.  Its disadvantage was that the 
social hierarchy itself was restrictive and often led to 
abuses of power. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• In the absence of a formal government, people will 
create organizational structures to address their 
basic needs. 

• It is the role of government to provide military 
protection. 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will be asked to consider why 
parts of Europe played a pivotal role in the 
Middle Ages.  After discussion students will 
preview a map showing Europe during the 
Middle Ages and complete a “geography 
challenge” game working with partners or 
small groups.  In the game students will 
answer questions and mark locations and 
features on a map of the Medieval Europe. 
Following the completions of the game the 
class will de-brief on why Europe’s location 
contributed the development of medieval 
times. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies will organize themselves in order to ensure their survival. 

Topic: Feudalism 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 14: The student will be able to evaluate the effectiveness of feudalism in addressing the needs of society 
during the early Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• Students will be randomly assigned to a 
group.  Each group will be given an 
identical task, but with varying levels of 
supplies to accomplish their task.  One 
group will have far more that the resources 
they need, groups in the middle with have 
decreasing levels of resources.  The last 
group will not have enough resources to get 
the task accomplished. While the groups 
work on their task, they will be praised or 
criticized in direct correlation to the amount 
of resources at their disposal so that the 
group with an abundance of resources will 
receive high praise for their results and the 
group without enough resources receiving 
criticism for r their lack of effort. Once 
students catch on to the unfairness of this 
activity the instructor will de-brief the activity 
pointing out that in Medieval Europe, your 
birth determined how much you had and 
what you could accomplish with your life. 

• Students will participate in a simulation of 
feudal society. As students enter the 
classroom, they will be randomly assigned 
roles and manors (Lord, Knight, or Serf). As 
the simulation progresses, students will 
have to execute the responsibilities of their 
roles to gain an understanding of the 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies will organize themselves in order to ensure their survival. 

Topic: Feudalism 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 14: The student will be able to evaluate the effectiveness of feudalism in addressing the needs of society 
during the early Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

hierarchical system of feudalism. 
(see TCI Digital Teacher Resources 
CD/Rom – Lesson 2- Development of 
Feudalism in Western Europe) 

• Students will participate in a Classroom 
Response System (CRS clickers) 
interactive PowerPoint describing the 
developments that led to Feudalism. 
Assessment of student learning of the 
content will be accomplished by using 
identified clicker responses to questions 
that measure individual student 
comprehension and inform re-instruction. 

• Students will participate in a guided 
imagery activity where they imagine that 
they have woken up on a Manor property 
during medieval times.  They will be 
instructed to focus on the sight they see, 
the sounds they hear, the smells around 
them and their physical comfort. As a 
debrief to this guided imagery activity 
students will write a journal entry describing 
their experience.   

 
Assessment Models:  

• Students will be asked to imagine that the 
king wants their opinion on the 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies will organize themselves in order to ensure their survival. 

Topic: Feudalism 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 14: The student will be able to evaluate the effectiveness of feudalism in addressing the needs of society 
during the early Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

effectiveness of Feudalism.  To 
communicate their opinion students will 
choose from the following: 

1. Design a bumper sticker for their horse’s 
saddle.  The bumper sticker must clearly 
indicate if they are for or against feudalism 
and why.  It should also be colorful, contain 
at least 1 illustration and readable from a 
distance.   

2. Create a bi-fold flier or bi-fold brochure 
which explains their position on feudalism 
and why they feel that way.  Their reason or 
reasons for choosing their position should 
be clear.  The brochure should be colorful 
and contain at least 1 illustration. 

3. Write lyrics to a children’s song which 
explains their attitude toward feudalism and 
why. The song must be at least 6 stanzas 
of at least 5 lines each with one refrain. 

4. Write a five paragraph persuasive speech 
which explains your attitude towards 
feudalism and why.  

For option 1-3 students will also provide the King 
with a persuasive paragraph explaining why they 
made their choice.   

(Evaluation) 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies will organize themselves in order to ensure their survival. 

Topic: Feudalism 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 14: The student will be able to evaluate the effectiveness of feudalism in addressing the needs of society 
during the early Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Additional Resources: 
Feudalism resources: 

• www.middle-ages.org.uk/feudalism.htm  
Medieval resources: 

• TCI: History Alive! The Medieval World and 
Beyond 

• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 
Medieval websites: 

• www.medievaleurope.mrdonn.org/  
• www.themiddleages.net/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/mid

dleages.htm  
• www.historyforkids.org/learn/medieval/  

Supplemental text resources: 
• Choosing Your Way Through The World’s 

Medieval Past  
ISBN: 0825121639 

• Middle Ages Hands on Activities  
ISBN: 0439296420 

• Castles   
ISBN: 0862723663 

• Primary Sources Medieval Times – Teacher 
Created Materials  
ISBN: 0743939301 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Societies will organize themselves in order to ensure their survival. 

Topic: Feudalism 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 14: The student will be able to evaluate the effectiveness of feudalism in addressing the needs of society 
during the early Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

ISBN: 0810837595 
• Making Social Studies Come Alive 

ISBN: 0590963813 
• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 

ISBN : 0030936659 
• History of Our World: The Early Ages 

Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The Christian Church was central to life in the Middle Ages. 

Topic: Role of the Church in the Middle Ages 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 15: The student will be able to consider how and why the church became and remained central to life in 
the Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 15.1. People – Analyze how a 
desire for salvation rules 
peoples every day lives. 
(6.2.8.D.4.b) 

15.2. Government – Consider 
how the church uses the 
idea of excommunication to 
influence the government. 
(6.2.8.D.4.b) 

15.3. Ideas – Identify the church’s 
role in art, architecture, 
education and holidays. 
(6.2.8.D.4.b) 

15.4. Geography – Identify how 
the church leveraged the 
idea of pilgrimages to 
increase their power. 
(6.2.8.D.4.b) 

15.5. Economics – Determine 
how the church amassed 
great wealth and power. 
(6.2.8.D.4.c) 

 

Essential Questions: 
• What is religion’s place in government? 
• How do beliefs shape a culture? 
• To what extent should fear motivate action? 

 
Enduring Understandings: 
The Roman Catholic Church in western Europe during the 
Middle Ages was able to assert its absolute power, even 
over monarchs by promising salvation to those who strictly 
followed its teachings and threatening excommunication to 
anyone who challenged the Church.  During this time the 
Church also becomes the social center of the community 
offering sanctuary, education, entertainment and social 
services such as shelter and food to those in need. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• The promise of eternal salvation was appealing to 
people who had nothing. 

• Religious and civic organizations are often the core 
of a community. 

 
 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will complete a History Alive – 
TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 
station activity on church holidays, art, 
architecture and education. 
 

Assessment Models:  
• To demonstrate their mastery of the role of 

the Church in the Middle Ages, students will 
to select one of the following activities.  

Option 1: Design a stained glass window that 
illustrates the role and importance of the Roman 
Catholic Church during the Middle Ages. Students 
will: 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The Christian Church was central to life in the Middle Ages. 

Topic: Role of the Church in the Middle Ages 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 15: The student will be able to consider how and why the church became and remained central to life in 
the Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• Include at least 3 images with explanations 
on a summary sheet 

• Use color and make the design authentic 
 Option 2: Create an illuminated letter using one of 
their initials that illustrates the role and importance 
of the Roman Catholic Church during the Middle 
Ages. Students will: 

• Include at least 4 images  with explanations 
on a summary sheet 

• Use one of their initials, is colorful and 
resembles a medieval illuminated letter.   

Option 3: Write a ladder poem using the word, “The 
Church,” that illustrates the role and importance 
of the Roman Catholic Church during the 
Middle Ages. Students will: 
• Design the poem in the style of an 

illuminated manuscript 
• Contain a symbolic illuminated letter 
• Include 9 non-rhyming stanzas 
• Include at least 4 images that relate to the 

stanzas 
(Analyze) 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The Christian Church was central to life in the Middle Ages. 

Topic: Role of the Church in the Middle Ages 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 15: The student will be able to consider how and why the church became and remained central to life in 
the Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Additional Resources: 
Role of the Church resources: 

• Video: Cathedral (1985) DVD, hosted by 
David Macaulay  

Medieval resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Medieval World and 

Beyond 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Medieval websites: 
• www.medievaleurope.mrdonn.org/  
• www.themiddleages.net/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/mid

dleages.htm  
• www.historyforkids.org/learn/medieval/  

Supplemental text resources: 
• Choosing Your Way Through The World’s 

Medieval Past  
ISBN: 0825121639 

• Middle Ages Hands on Activities  
ISBN: 0439296420 

• Castles   
ISBN: 0862723663 

• Primary Sources Medieval Times – Teacher 
Created Materials  
ISBN: 0743939301 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The Christian Church was central to life in the Middle Ages. 

Topic: Role of the Church in the Middle Ages 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 15: The student will be able to consider how and why the church became and remained central to life in 
the Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Once a society’s basic needs for survival are met it can prosper. 

Topic: Town Life 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 16: The student will be able to determine the changes in Europe that precipitated the development of 
towns, and will examine the changes towns brought to medieval life. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 16.1. People – Summarize the 
cultural achievements in 
learning and the arts. 
(6.2.8.D.4.j) 

16.2. Government – Describe the 
shifting of power away from 
the church and to the 
merchants and working 
class. (6.2.8.C.4.c) 

16.3. Ideas – Trace the growth of 
cities and the rise of a 
middle class and how they 
changed medieval society. 
(6.2.8.C.4.a) 

16.4. Geography – Locate 
important trade centers in 
Europe during the Middle 
Ages. (6.2.8.B.4.g) 

16.5. Economics – Assess the 
impact of the growth of trade 
in the later Middle Ages. 
(6.2.8.C.4.c) 

 

Essential Questions: 
• What happens to a society once the basic needs of 

people are met? 
• How does travel influence a society and the lives of 

people? 
 
Enduring Understandings: 
Once order was restored in the Middle Ages by Feudalism, 
towns and cities began to grow as people once again 
travelled and traded.  A merchant class gained power. 
Guilds controlled the production of many goods.  Towns 
became overcrowded and unsanitary.  Crime was a 
problem.  So was the spread of disease.  Still people found 
time to enjoy leisure activities. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Trade and travel increased as people began to feel 
more secure in the Middle Ages. 

• Exposure to new knowledge drives change. 
 
 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will view Castle, a PBS Home 
Video hosted by David Macaulay.  This 
video tells the story of a 13TH century castle 
using a combination of animation and live 
footage.  This activity will provide students 
with a historically accurate visual account of 
the lives of various residents of a medieval 
castle and town that develops outside its 
walls.  Students will complete a viewing 
guide while viewing this movie. 

• Students will explore the various trades and 
skills necessary for the success of a town in 
the Middle Ages by examining Guild Signs.  
Students will then create their own guild 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Once a society’s basic needs for survival are met it can prosper. 

Topic: Town Life 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 16: The student will be able to determine the changes in Europe that precipitated the development of 
towns, and will examine the changes towns brought to medieval life. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

sign for a future career that they are 
considering, and answer questions about 
the skills, education and path to this career. 
Students will then relate this career to a 
Guild of the Middle Ages. 
 

Assessment Models:  
• Students will complete “Choosing Your Way 

through the World’s Medieval Past” 
Medieval Craftsperson and answer the 
following questions based upon this reading 
and supported by facts: 

1. Was the medieval apprentice system good 
for young people? Was it better or worse 
that the present system of going to school 
to prepare for a career? 

2. How does medieval entertainment differ 
from entertainment today? Was it easier or 
harder to find entertainment then when 
compared to today?  

(Analysis) 
 

Additional Resources: 
Town Life resources: 

• Video: Castle DVD, hosted by David 
Maccaulay 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Once a society’s basic needs for survival are met it can prosper. 

Topic: Town Life 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 16: The student will be able to determine the changes in Europe that precipitated the development of 
towns, and will examine the changes towns brought to medieval life. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Medieval resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Medieval World and 

Beyond 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Medieval websites: 
• www.medievaleurope.mrdonn.org/  
• www.themiddleages.net/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/mid

dleages.htm  
• www.historyforkids.org/learn/medieval/  

Supplemental text resources: 
• Choosing Your Way Through The World’s 

Medieval Past  
ISBN: 0825121639 

• Middle Ages Hands on Activities  
ISBN: 0439296420 

• Castles   
ISBN: 0862723663 

• Primary Sources Medieval Times – Teacher 
Created Materials  
ISBN: 0743939301 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Once a society’s basic needs for survival are met it can prosper. 

Topic: Town Life 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 16: The student will be able to determine the changes in Europe that precipitated the development of 
towns, and will examine the changes towns brought to medieval life. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Differing religious beliefs cause conflict. 

Topic: Crusades 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 17: The student will be able to describe the series of wars fought between the Christian and Muslim 
cultures for control of holy sites. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

4 17.1. People – Evaluate how the 
Crusades changed medieval 
society. (6.2.8.D.4.d) 

17.2. Government – Determine 
the political reasons for the 
Crusades. (6.2.8.D.4.d) 

17.3. Ideas – Evaluate the 
reasons for people joining 
the Crusades and the 
actions of the Crusaders. 
(6.2.8.D.4.d) 

17.4. Geography – Identify the 
areas in which the Crusades 
were fought. (6.2.8.B.4.g) 

17.5. Economics – Determine the 
economic outcome of the 
Crusades. (6.2.8.C.4.e) 

 
CCS LA/SS 

• Identify aspects of a text that 
reveal an author’s point of 
view or purpose (e.g., loaded 
language, inclusion or 
avoidance of particular facts).  

Essential Questions: 
• What is worth fighting for? 
• What happens when cultures collide? 
• Is it always true that those who do not learn from 

the past are doomed to repeat it? 
• Is the story of history different depending on who’s 

telling it? 
 
Enduring Understandings: 
European monarchs responded to a request from the 
Church to supply knights to fight a war to win back control 
over sacred sites in the Holy Land.  The land being fought 
over was sacred to Christians, Muslims and Jews.  The 
Crusaders, as these knights were called, fought a series of 
wars that started in 1096 C.E. and lasted for 200 years. 
The Crusaders attacked Jews as well as Muslims in their 
quest to control Jerusalem.  Their actions sometimes were 
barbaric. Control of the Holy Land changed hands several 
times during the Crusades, but ultimately the Christians 
lost. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• People are often persecuted for their religious 
beliefs. 

• Extremist beliefs can lead to violence. 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Anticipatory Set – Students will watch a 
video clip of the Peanuts’ cartoon showing 
Lucy holding and then pulling away the 
football from Charlie Brown as way for them 
to connect to essential question- Is it 
always true that those who do not learn 
from the past are doomed to repeat it? 

• Students will complete readings and watch 
video clips that show the different 
perspectives of the Crusades (see 
Resources.) Based upon their 
understanding students  will write a letter to 
Pope Urban II explaining their position on 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Differing religious beliefs cause conflict. 

Topic: Crusades 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 17: The student will be able to describe the series of wars fought between the Christian and Muslim 
cultures for control of holy sites. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

(6) 

 

the Crusades.  This letter will be written 
from the perspective someone living during 
the Crusades (ex. – a noble, a knight,  a 
merchant, a Christian or Jew living in 
Europe or the Holy Land, a Muslim living in 
Turkey or the Holy Land.)  Letters would 
demonstrate a clear position taken by the 
student, be supported by facts and 
speculate on the impact of the Crusades on 
future generations. 

• Students will be provided with a list of 
changes caused by the Crusades, including 
new ideas and innovations in society. 
Students will analyze the significance of 
these changes in connection with the 
essential question, what happens when 
cultures collide. 
 

Assessment Models:  
Working in cooperative learning groups, students 
will create a Crusades Edition newspaper published 
in London, Constantinople or Jerusalem.  Each 
newspaper should highlight that city’s view of the 
Crusades. Each newspaper will contain the 
following information: 

• Newspaper Name 
• Date of the newspaper (dates of the 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Differing religious beliefs cause conflict. 

Topic: Crusades 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 17: The student will be able to describe the series of wars fought between the Christian and Muslim 
cultures for control of holy sites. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Crusades) 
• The city where it is published.  
• Five factual news articles about events 

leading up to, during or after the crusades. 
• An Editorial – someone’s opinion about the 

Crusades expressed in a respectful way. 
 
Each member of the group would be responsible for 
working together to gather news, write articles and 
prepare the group’s “Newspaper”.  The group would 
select the following roles: 

• The Editor – responsible for planning the 
articles in the newspaper and coordinating 
the news, as well as determining the date 
and city. 

• The Illustrator- responsible for laying out 
the articles and illustrating the name of the 
newspaper and any pictures needed to go 
with the articles.  

• Staff Writers – responsible for writing 
articles as assigned by the Editor  

• Production Coordinator – responsible for 
assembling the “newspaper”  

(Synthesis) 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Differing religious beliefs cause conflict. 

Topic: Crusades 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 17: The student will be able to describe the series of wars fought between the Christian and Muslim 
cultures for control of holy sites. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Additional Resources: 
Crusades resources: 

• Prentice Hall – The Ancient World  
ISBN: 0131816500 

• Video: “Crusades to the Middle East” 
United Streaming (07:45 min.) 
www.unitedstreaming.com 

Medieval resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Medieval World and 

Beyond 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Medieval websites: 
• www.medievaleurope.mrdonn.org/  
• www.themiddleages.net/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/mid

dleages.htm  
• www.historyforkids.org/learn/medieval/  

Supplemental text resources: 
• Choosing Your Way Through The World’s 

Medieval Past  
ISBN: 0825121639 

• Middle Ages Hands on Activities  
ISBN: 0439296420 

• Castles   
ISBN: 0862723663 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Differing religious beliefs cause conflict. 

Topic: Crusades 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 17: The student will be able to describe the series of wars fought between the Christian and Muslim 
cultures for control of holy sites. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• Primary Sources Medieval Times – Teacher 
Created Materials  
ISBN: 0743939301 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Political and social systems change when basic needs are met. 

Topic: Decline of Feudalism 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 18: The student will be able to identify why and how Europe’s political and social systems underwent great 
change in the Late Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

4 18.1. People – Analyze how the 
feudal lord loses power and 
the common people and 
monarchy gain power. 
(6.2.8.D.4.e) 

18.2. Government – Consider 
how the government 
changes as a result of the 
legal reforms, Magna Carta 
and Model Parliament. 
(6.2.8.A.4.c) 

18.3. Ideas – Analyze how 
classical ideas were 
rediscovered and how the 
power of the individual was 
beginning to evolve. 
(6.2.12.D.2.c) 

18.4. Geography – Identify how 
the Hundred Years War led 
to the destruction of the 
manor system. (6.2.8.D.4.f) 

18.5. Economics – Determine 
how trade contributed to the 
spread of the bubonic 
plague. (6.2.8.D.4.e)  

 

Essential Questions: 
• Can a single event change the course of history? 
• How can society evolve when there are changes in 

basic needs? 
 
Enduring Understandings: 
Three key events contribute to the decline of Feudalism.  
Government changes such at the Magna Carta which 
guaranteed personal rights and liberties and Model 
Parliament which transfer power away from feudal Lords 
and to the common people. The Bubonic Plague wiped out 
one third of Europe’s population.  Serfs who survived 
demanded more rights and migrated to towns.  The 
Hundred Years War between England and France 
introduced new technologies which rendered Castles 
useless and resulted in a shift of allegiances from Nobles to 
Kings.   
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• When Europe experienced a significant population 
decline, the people that survived became more 
valuable. 

• Advances in weaponry are game changers. 
 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will act out a skit concerning the 
spread of a dreadful disease in a medieval 
English town.  Based upon the facts of the 
skit, the students will conduct an 
investigation to determine WHO brought the 
dreaded plague into town and HOW it 
spread.   

• Students will view Europe’s Bubonic Plague 
United Streaming Video 7:13 minutes to 
gain a visual perspective on the 
consequences of the Bubonic Plague. 

• Students will act out and then examine the 
lyrics of the children’s rhyme “Ring around 
the Rosy” looking specifically at how these 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Political and social systems change when basic needs are met. 

Topic: Decline of Feudalism 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 18: The student will be able to identify why and how Europe’s political and social systems underwent great 
change in the Late Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

CCS LA/SS 

• Identify aspects of a text that 
reveal an author’s point of 
view or purpose (e.g., loaded 
language, inclusion or 
avoidance of particular facts).  
(6) 

• Distinguish among fact, 
opinion, and reasoned 
judgment in a text. (8) 

 

 lyrics may refer to the Bubonic Plague. 
• Students will participate in a Classroom 

Response System (CRS clickers) 
interactive PowerPoint describing the 
developments that led to The Decline of 
Feudalism.  Assessment of student learning 
of the content will be accomplished by 
using identified clicker responses to 
questions that measure individual student 
comprehension and inform re-instruction. 

• Working cooperatively in small groups 
students will identify the Magna Carta’s 
guarantee of due process under the law 
and identify its influence on Amendments 5-
8 of the US Constitution - i.e. the US Bill of 
Rights.  Students will create a chart 
comparing the two, and will present their 
conclusions to the class. 

• Students will be introduced to the economic 
concepts of supply and demand. Using 
supply and demand graphs students will 
analyze how the labor shortages brought on 
by both the 100 Years War and the Bubonic 
Plague caused a high demand for workers 
and led directly to the demise of Feudalism.   
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Political and social systems change when basic needs are met. 

Topic: Decline of Feudalism 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 18: The student will be able to identify why and how Europe’s political and social systems underwent great 
change in the Late Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Assessment Models:  
Students will complete “Choosing Your Way 
through the World’s Medieval Past”  The Grim 
Reaper and answer the following questions based 
upon this reading and supported by their knowledge 
of the facts: 

• Describe and explain the cause and course 
of the spread of the Black Death or Bubonic 
Plague in the 1300’s. 

• Describe and explain the consequences of 
the Bubonic Plague or Black Death in the 
1300’s on medieval society. 

(Analysis) 
AND/OR 

 
• Students will consider the political changes 

brought about in the Late Middle Ages 
including King Henry’s changes to English 
Law, the Magna Carta and the Model 
Parliament.  Taking on the role of a noble, a 
king and a peasant, students will write 
journal entries detailing how each of these 
political changes impacts each role’s daily 
life and future. 

(Synthesis) 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Political and social systems change when basic needs are met. 

Topic: Decline of Feudalism 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 18: The student will be able to identify why and how Europe’s political and social systems underwent great 
change in the Late Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Additional Resources: 
Decline of Feudalism resources: 

• http://www.middle-ages.org.uk/decline-of-
feudalism.htm  

• Video: Ancient Mysteries - The Black Death 
(DVD)  A&E 

Medieval resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Medieval World and 

Beyond 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Medieval websites: 
• www.medievaleurope.mrdonn.org/  
• www.themiddleages.net/  
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/mid

dleages.htm  
• www.historyforkids.org/learn/medieval/  

Supplemental text resources: 
• Choosing Your Way Through The World’s 

Medieval Past  
ISBN: 0825121639 

• Middle Ages Hands on Activities  
ISBN: 0439296420 

• Castles   
ISBN: 0862723663 

• Primary Sources Medieval Times – Teacher 
Created Materials  
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Political and social systems change when basic needs are met. 

Topic: Decline of Feudalism 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 18: The student will be able to identify why and how Europe’s political and social systems underwent great 
change in the Late Middle Ages. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

ISBN: 0743939301 
• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 

Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Trade leads to a transfer of knowledge. 

Topic: Renaissance begins 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 19: The student will be able to analyze how the growth of wealthy city-states led to a rebirth of arts and 
learning called the Renaissance. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 19.1. People – Understand how 
humanism undermined the 
ideas of social class. 
(6.2.12.D.2.d) 

19.2. Government – Explain that 
governments were 
independent city-states. 
(6.2.12.B.2.a) 

19.3. Ideas – Explain how the 
Renaissance represented a 
break with the thinking of 
the Middle Ages and a 
beginning of modern times. 
(6.2.12.D.2.a) 

19.4. Geography – Locate the 
areas in which the ideas of 
the Renaissance began and 
spread. (6.2.12.B.2.a) 

19.5. Economics – Discuss how 
the increase of trade and 
commerce was the catalyst 
for the Renaissance. 
(6.2.12.C.2.a) 

 
CCS LA/SS 

Essential Questions: 
• What defines a successful society? 
• How do beliefs shape a culture? 
• How does prosperity enable a society to change? 

 
Enduring Understandings: 
The Renaissance was a period where classical culture was 
rediscovered and art and learning prospered.  The catalyst 
for the Renaissance was humanism, a philosophical belief 
in the value of the individual.   The Renaissance was fueled 
by the growth of trade and commerce which created the 
wealth needed to support this time of achievement in art 
and thinking. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Only when human thought is valued, established 
beliefs can be changed. 

• When society has more than enough to meet its 
basic needs, it is open to new ideas. 

 
 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Anticipatory Set: Students will be given a 
list of cities and towns in the United States 
that are named after cities in Europe. 
Students will then identify the original 
country that the city is located in. After 
reviewing the answers, students will be led 
to believe that ALL cities in the United 
States are named after European cities. 
One student will then go on a “journey” to 
another teacher to find out of this is true. 
Once the student returns with the answer 
that all cities are not named after European 
cities, it will be explained that the people of 
the Renaissance also had a thirst for 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Trade leads to a transfer of knowledge. 

Topic: Renaissance begins 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 19: The student will be able to analyze how the growth of wealthy city-states led to a rebirth of arts and 
learning called the Renaissance. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• Determine the central 
ideas or information of a 
primary or secondary 
source; provide an 
accurate summary of the 
source distinct from prior 
knowledge or opinions.  
(2) 

 

knowledge and went on journies to Greece 
and Rome to find answers.  

• To gain an understanding of how the 
Renaissance evolved from the Middle 
Ages, students will view All about the 
Renaissance: Part 01: Historical 
Background, Beginnings, and Art United 
Streaming Video www.unitedstreaming.com 
14:57 min. While viewing the video clip, 
students will complete a video viewing 
guide summarizing the key points from the 
video clip. 

• Students will experience the concept of 
humanism by creating “Humanism in a 
bag.”  Since humanism is a philosophy that 
focuses on humans, their talents and 
abilities, and their duties to society and 
civilization, students will take an 
introspective look at their own life and find 
artifacts that represents the concept of 
humanism. Students will bring in their 
artifacts in a brown paper bag and present 
their “humanism” to the class. Students will 
then analyze how the objects brought in are 
similar to the concept of Renaissance 
humanism. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Trade leads to a transfer of knowledge. 

Topic: Renaissance begins 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 19: The student will be able to analyze how the growth of wealthy city-states led to a rebirth of arts and 
learning called the Renaissance. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Assessment Models:  
• Students will complete an essay explaining 

the metaphor that the Renaissance was like 
a flower in bloom.  Students will explain that 
the Renaissance is rooted in Classical and 
Medieval ideas, was fertilized by the growth 
of city-states and watered by travel and 
commerce. Humanism was the sun that 
provided the light.  The result was a 
flowering of art and learning. 

(Analysis) 
 

Additional Resources: 
Renaissance begins resources: 

• Video: “All about the Renaissance: Part 01: 
Historical Background, Beginnings, and Art” 
United Streaming (14:57 min) 
www.unitedstreaming.com  

• Video: “Exploring the Renaissance (1350-
1650)” United Streaming (20:17 min) 
www.unitedstreaming.com  

Renaissance resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Medieval World and 

Beyond 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Trade leads to a transfer of knowledge. 

Topic: Renaissance begins 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 19: The student will be able to analyze how the growth of wealthy city-states led to a rebirth of arts and 
learning called the Renaissance. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Renaissance websites: 
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/ren

aissance.htm  
• www.42explore2.com/renaissance.htm  
• www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/REN/BACK.HT 

Supplemental text resources: 
• Primary Sources The Renaissance  

Teacher Created Materials  
ISBN: 9780743939331 

• Handbook of the Renaissance  
ISBN: 0-9626075-3-3 

• Renaissance Mark Twain Media  
ISBN: 978-1-58037-974-8 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Society advances during times of prosperity and peace. 

Topic: Renaissance flourishes 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 20: The student will be able to review the advances in technology, literature, art and science which derived 
from the combination of humanist beliefs and the re-discovery of classical ideas. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

10 20.1. People – Consider the key 
contributors to civic life in 
Renaissance Italy. Examine, 
in detail, leading figures of 
the Renaissance. 
(6.2.12.D.2.d) 

20.2. Government – Examine how 
the Medici family and 
Machiavelli influence politics 
and culture. (6.2.12.D.2.d) 

20.3. Ideas – Analyze how the 
rediscovery of classical 
ideas led to advances in 
Renaissance painting, 
sculpture, literature, science 
and mathematics. 
(6.2.12.D.2.c) 

20.4. Geography – Examine how 
the Renaissance spreads 
beyond key Italian cities and 
across Europe. 
(6.2.12.B.2.a) 

20.5. Economics – Determine 
how a money-based 
economy facilitated global 
trade. (6.2.12.C.2.a) 

Essential Questions: 
• Can an individual really make a difference? 
• How does technological change influence the lives 

of people and a society? 
• Are modern civilizations more civilized than ancient 

ones? 
 
Enduring Understandings: 
Our modern world has been greatly influenced by the 
Renaissance.  A money economy developed in Florence, 
Florence also was home to the ruling Medici Family and 
Machiavelli who greatly influenced politics.  Great artists, 
thinkers and writers such as da Vinci, Michelangelo, 
Botticelli and Dante also thrived in Florence.  As the 
Renaissance spread beyond Italy people such as 
Gutenberg, Copernicus,  Vesalius,   Shakespeare,  
Cervantes, Titian, Durer,  Queen Isabella and Queen 
Elizabeth all created legacies that continue to impact us 
today. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• Inventions, such as the printing press, made 
primary sources available to the masses. 

• Out of the box thinking opens people to criticism.  

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will experience firsthand the effort 
required by Michelangelo to create the 
frescos on the ceiling of the Sistine chapel 
by drawing and coloring a picture on a 
piece of paper taped to the underside of 
their desks. 

• To experience the engineering concepts 
used by Brunellischi in his design of the 
Duomo di Santa Maria del Fiore, students 
will participate in a kinesthetic activity 
simulating the support of the dome using 
their bodies and a beach ball. (TCI: Digital 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Society advances during times of prosperity and peace. 

Topic: Renaissance flourishes 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 20: The student will be able to review the advances in technology, literature, art and science which derived 
from the combination of humanist beliefs and the re-discovery of classical ideas. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 
 
 

Teacher Resources, CD ROM) 
• Students will examine primary source 

documents to gain a better understanding 
of the thinkers of the Renaissance and their 
accomplishments. Botticelli’s painting The 
Adoration of the Magi will be examined as 
an example of the use of perspective in art. 
Excerpts and illustrations from Dante’s 
Devine Comedy will provide examples of 
humanist thoughts. Quotes from 
Machiavelli’s The Prince will be examined 
as will sketches from Leonardo da Vinci’s 
notebook. (TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, 
CD ROM) 

• Students will create a travel brochure for 
the city of Florence as a pre-reading activity 
for textbook reading on the Renaissance.  
Students will include famous sites and 
famous people.  Students will summarize 
Florence during the Renaissance by linking 
it to the Five Lenses of the curriculum. 

• Students will work cooperatively to create 
drawn artifacts that represent Michelangelo, 
Titian, Durer, Copernicus, Vesalius, Queen 
Isabella, Queen Elizabeth, Shakespeare, 
Cervantes, or da Vinci. These artifacts will 
be attached to headless paper “statues” 
hung on the classroom walls. Students will 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Society advances during times of prosperity and peace. 

Topic: Renaissance flourishes 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 20: The student will be able to review the advances in technology, literature, art and science which derived 
from the combination of humanist beliefs and the re-discovery of classical ideas. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

conduct a gallery walk, examining each 
statue and identifying who each statue 
represents based upon the artifacts 
attached to it. After all students have 
completed the gallery walk, the 
identification of each statue will be 
revealed. 

 
Assessment Models:  

• Students will write a 15 – 20 line biography 
poem for a randomly assigned 
Renaissance person.  The poem must 
include a minimum of 15 biographical facts 
about their assigned Renaissance person 
as well as a minimum of four illustrations.  
The poem and illustrations should provide 
the reader with a complete picture of why 
this person is considered a Renaissance 
person. 

(Evaluation) 
OR 

• Students will pretend that they are hosting a 
Renaissance era dinner party for 
Michelangelo, Titian, Durer, Copernicus, 
Vesalius, Queen Isabella, Queen Elizabeth, 
Shakespeare, Cervantes, and daVinci. 
Students demonstrate their knowledge of 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Society advances during times of prosperity and peace. 

Topic: Renaissance flourishes 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 20: The student will be able to review the advances in technology, literature, art and science which derived 
from the combination of humanist beliefs and the re-discovery of classical ideas. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

the Renaissance people by creating a 
dining table seating chart for such a dinner 
taking into account each guests’ language, 
personality, training, talents and 
achievements to insure a lively dinner table 
conversation. (TCI: Digital Teacher 
Resources, CD ROM) 

(Synthesis) 
 
Additional Resources: 
Renaissance flourishes resources: 

• Video: “Exploring the Renaissance (1350-
1650)” United Streaming (20:17 min) 
www.unitedstreaming.com 

• http://www.clovisusd.k12.ca.us/alta/lmc/fam
ous_people_of_the_renaissance.htm  

Renaissance resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Medieval World and 

Beyond 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Renaissance websites: 
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/ren

aissance.htm  
• www.42explore2.com/renaissance.htm  
• www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/REN/BACK.HT 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: Society advances during times of prosperity and peace. 

Topic: Renaissance flourishes 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 20: The student will be able to review the advances in technology, literature, art and science which derived 
from the combination of humanist beliefs and the re-discovery of classical ideas. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Supplemental text resources: 
• Primary Sources The Renaissance  

Teacher Created Materials  
ISBN: 9780743939331 

• Handbook of the Renaissance  
ISBN: 0-9626075-3-3 

• Renaissance Mark Twain Media  
ISBN: 978-1-58037-974-8 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
ISBN: 0590963813 

• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 
ISBN : 0030936659 

• History of Our World: The Early Ages 
Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The attainment of knowledge can cause the questioning of beliefs. 

Topic: Reformation 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 21: The student will be able to examine how efforts to reform the Roman Catholic Church led to changes 
in society and the creation of whole new religions. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

4 21.1. People – Analyze the 
religious intolerance of the 
Reformation and understand 
examples of persecution 
and intolerance in the 
modern world. 
(6.2.12.D.2.b) 

21.2. Government – Identify the 
influential people of the 
political system who 
supported this movement. 
(6.2.12.D.2.b) 

21.3. Ideas – Discuss the basic 
ideas that began the 
Reformation and how it 
developed in Europe. 
(6.2.12.D.2.b) 

21.4. Geography – Locate the 
areas where the ideas of the 
Reformation flourished. 
(6.2.12.D.2.b) 

21.5. Economics – Identify the 
economic corruption and the 
role it played in the 
Reformation movement. 
(6.2.12.D.2.b) 

Essential Questions: 
• How and why do beliefs change? 
• How is power gained, used and justified? 
• Can the abuse of power be avoided? 
• Can an individual really make a difference? 

 
Enduring Understandings: 
Concerns about what many saw as the Church’s abuse of 
power called several reformers to call for change.  
Practices such as simony and the selling of indulgences 
were particularly offensive.  Luther and other reformers 
eventually founded their own religion. King Henry VIII broke 
away from the Roman Catholic Church and established the 
Church of England when the Pope refused to grant him a 
divorce.  Eventually the Church responded with reforms of 
its own. 
 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

• The church’s abuse of power caused people to 
question their beliefs and demand change. 

• In the modern world, people have precipitated a 
shift from exclusive governments to inclusive ones. 
(ex: Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, Japan, South 
Africa) 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
 
Learning Activities: 

• Students will participate in a Classroom 
Response System (CRS clickers) 
interactive PowerPoint describing the 
developments that led to the Reformation 
movement. Assessment of student learning 
of the content will be accomplished by 
using identified clicker responses to 
questions that measure individual student 
comprehension and inform reinstruction.  

• Student Reform activity – students will be 
placed in groups and decide on a societal 
situation that needs reforming.  Students 
will then design the components of a reform 
movement, in order to understand the 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The attainment of knowledge can cause the questioning of beliefs. 

Topic: Reformation 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 21: The student will be able to examine how efforts to reform the Roman Catholic Church led to changes 
in society and the creation of whole new religions. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 
 
 
 

scope and challenges of trying to change 
embedded beliefs. 
 

Assessment Models:  
As a culminating activity for the Renaissance and 
Reformation unit students will choose a minimum of 
three of the following essential questions:  

• What defines a successful society? 
• How do beliefs shape a culture? 
• How does prosperity enable a society to 

change? 
• How does technological change influence 

the lives of people and a society? 
• How and why do beliefs change? 
• How is power gained, used and justified? 
• Can the abuse of power be avoided?  
• Are modern civilizations more civilized than 

ancient ones? 
• Can an individual really make a difference? 

 
Students will create a differentiated product to 
demonstrate their understanding of each question. 
Products can take the form of a children’s book, 
poster, dialogue, song or short essay. 

(Synthesis) 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The attainment of knowledge can cause the questioning of beliefs. 

Topic: Reformation 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 21: The student will be able to examine how efforts to reform the Roman Catholic Church led to changes 
in society and the creation of whole new religions. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Additional Resources: 
Reformation resources: 

• Video: “The Protestant Reformation (1517-
1565)” United Streaming (21:15 min) 
www.unitedstreaming.com  

Renaissance resources: 
• TCI: History Alive! The Medieval World and 

Beyond 
• TCI: Digital Teacher Resources, CD ROM 

Renaissance websites: 
• www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/ren

aissance.htm  
• www.42explore2.com/renaissance.htm  
• www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/REN/BACK.HT 

Supplemental text resources: 
• Primary Sources The Renaissance  

Teacher Created Materials  
ISBN: 9780743939331 

• Handbook of the Renaissance  
ISBN: 0-9626075-3-3 

• Renaissance Mark Twain Media  
ISBN: 978-1-58037-974-8 

• Breaking Away from the Textbook: 
Prehistory to 1600  
ISBN: 0810837595 

• Making Social Studies Come Alive 
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Curriculum Management System 
Subject/Grade Level:  
World History/7th Grade 

Big Idea: The attainment of knowledge can cause the questioning of beliefs. 

Topic: Reformation 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate ideas in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form for different 

audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of real-life, meaningful 

problems. 
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize various information from a variety of media sources. 
Goal 21: The student will be able to examine how efforts to reform the Roman Catholic Church led to changes 
in society and the creation of whole new religions. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI’s) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

ISBN: 0590963813 
• World History – Holt, Rinehart & Winston 

ISBN : 0030936659 
• History of Our World: The Early Ages 

Prentice Hall Grades 6-8  
ISBN: 9780132037730 
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World History – Grade 7 
 

COURSE BENCHMARKS 
 

 
 
1. The student will be able to understand the impact of Greek society and government on present day American society and 

government. 
2. The student will be able to understand the different political institutions of the city-states, Athens and Sparta, and connect those to 

present day examples of these political institutions.   
3. The student will be able to understand the importance of Alexander’s the Great’s Empire and how great leaders can change history. 
4. The student will be able to understand the legacy of ancient Greece and how this legacy influences present day.   
5. The student will be able to understand the Rome’s role as the root of Western civilization. 
6. The student will be able to understand the impact of Rome’s expansion and how this expansion created a lasting Roman legacy in 

the Mediterranean region that endures today. 
7. The student will be able to understand catalyst for political change by analyzing Rome’s evolution from Republic to Empire. 
8. The student will be able to understand what causes the fall of countries, kingdoms, etc. through studying the decline of the Roman 

Empire. 
9. The student will be able to understand how societies are organized through the study of the feudal and manorial systems.   
10. The student will be able to understand how trade and religion affect the development of societies by analyzing medieval times.   
11. The student will be able to understand how the Magna Carta influenced the political ideas of present day leaders.   
12. The student will be able to understand that when a society meets its basic needs, it is open to new ideas by analyzing the 

Renaissance.  
13. The student will be able to understand that any type of intolerance can influence changes in society while studying the Reformation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


